
Lehmkuhler, Mike 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Thursday, November 26, 2009 8:36 AM 
McNinch, Sandi; Dahlquist, Roy 
GCG Article 

Another run possible for McAuliffe? 
Democrat's efforts to lure green auto plant to southern Va. is fueling speculation 

By Amy Gardner 
Washington Post Staff Writer 
Wednesday, November 25, 2009 

Terry McAuliffe, the millionaire businessman who ran unsuccessfully for Virginia governor this year, is 
negotiating with investors and a U.S. automaker to lure a factory to southern Virginia -- raising speculation that 
the ambitious Democrat is not done with state politics. 

McAuliffe has talked with Gov. Timothy M. Kaine (D) to brief him about his plans, which are focused on luring 
thousands of jobs to a patt of Virginia where unemployment is high. McAuliffe declined through a 
spokeswoman to comment on his efforts, but Kaine confirmed the meeting and said McAuliffe is in the "very 
preliminary" stages of trying to put together a deal involving a "green" automotive manufacturing plant. 

McAuliffe, former chairman of the Democratic National Committee, lost his party's nomination for governor to 
state Sen. R. Creigh Deeds in June. McAuliffe's continuing attention to Virginia suggests that another run for 
office, possibly for governor in 2013, is possible. And a focus on job creation in rural Virginia could help erase 
the perception that McAuliffe is a carpetbagger with big ideas but without deep ties to the state. It would also 
help him build support in areas where Democrats typically don't perform well. 

"He's a very skilled guy," said Richmond-based political analyst Robe1t D. Holsw01th. "But there are very 
ambivalent beliefs about the effectiveness of his style. Some people thiuk he's very effective. Others thiuk he is 
too salesmanly. !fall of a sudden he can show four solid years of work and some accomplislunents for Virginia 
communities, that's going to look pretty good." 

Exactly what McAuliffe is doing in rural Virginia is unclear. Spokeswoman Elisabeth Smith said McAuliffe 
declined to comment, and others close to him said it would be inappropriate for him to discuss preliminary 
business deals that involve confidentiality agreements with other investors. But Kaine and his secretary of 
commerce and trade, Patrick 0. Gottschalk, confirmed that they were aware of McAuliffe's activities. Both said 
it was too early to discuss any details publicly. 

"Terry and I talked about it once," Kaine said. "We have a process where my economic development team-- it's 
my understanding that they're working with him now to figure out the scope of the project." 
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A "green" factory, such as one where hybrid automobiles are made, would dovetail with McAuliffe's campaign 
promise in the spring to focus on producing green jobs in Virginia. And attracting such an employer to southern 
Virginia would help offset the steepest unemployment rates in the state-- many of the cities and counties along 
Virginia's southern border have double-digit unemployment rates. One possible location for a new factory is in 
Isle of Wight County in the southeastern pa1t of the state, where International Paper announced last month that 
it would close a plant and eliminate I, I 00 jobs. 

Over nearly three decades in national politics, McAuliffe became best known as a formidable fundraiser and 
close friend of former president Bill Clinton's. He also gained a reputation for mixing business and politics by 
partnering in private deals with campaign donors and politicians. Yet few question McAuliffe's business 
acumen-- he is a dealmaker by profession, making a personal f01tune with investments in real estate, 
technology companies and other ventures. 

He wouldn't be the first to follow such a game plan. In the late 1990s, after Democrat Mark Warner lost his bid 
to unseat then-U.S. Sen. John W. Warner (R), the successful entrepreneur spent several years forging 
relationships with business leaders in southside and southwest Virginia. 

With local pattners, Warner helped set up five venture capital funds to help new businesses. The eff01t was 
widely credited with establishing Warner's reputation as a pro-business moderate while building political 
support among rural business leaders with a history of voting Republican. 

"It was an education to those of us in rural Virginia," said Ben Davenp01t, a prominent business leader in 
Danville who pattnered with Warner and others on a fund called Southside Rising. Davenport, an independent 
voter, wound up supp01ting Warner for governor largely because of his understanding of business. "Mark 
brought the idea to us and helped us organize and pick people that would be the right management teatn, and he 
also invested his own money in it." 

Mike Lehmkuhler 
Leader, Transportation Team 
Business Development 
Virginia Economic Development Partnership 
P.O. Box 798 
Richmond, VA 23218-0798 

Phone: (804) 545-5722 
Mobile: (804) 305-3433 
Fax: (804) 545-5701 
<mailto:mlehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org> 

Virginia: "Best State for Business" (Forbes.com, CNBC & Pollina Real Estate) 
http://www.yesvirginia.org/whvvirginia/awards.aspx 
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lehmkuhler, Mike 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Thanks Gary. 
Sent from my Blackberry 
(804) 305-3433 

From: Gary Tang 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: Man Nov 23 17:47:59 2009 
Subject: Updated business plan 
Mike, 

Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Monday, November 23, 2009 5:59 PM 
'gary.tang@wmgta.com' 
Re: Updated business plan 

Please see attached business plan with some cosmetic update. Please feel free to share this with Renee. Thanks. 

Best regards, 

Gary Tang 
Chief Operating Officer 
Green Tech Automotive 

Notice of Privilege/Confidentiality: 

Privileged and Confidential information may be contained in this message. If you are not the addressee indicated in this 
message (or Responsible for delivery of the message to such person), you may not copy or deliver this message to 
anyone. In such case, you should destroy this message and kindly notify the sender by reply email. Please advise 
immediately if you or your employer does not consent to Internet email for messages of this kind. Opinions, conclusions 
and other information in this message that do not relate to the official business of this company shall be understood as 
neither given nor endorsed by it 
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Ellett, Kim 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

FYI. 
Sent from my Blackberry 
(804) 305-3433 

From: Gary Tang 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: Thu Nov 19 20:20:58 2009 
Subject: RE: Mississippi Article 

Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Friday, November 20, 2009 6:12AM 
Anderson, Jeffrey M.; Povar, Liz; McClintock, Robert; Grossman, Paul; McNinch, Sandi; 
Dahlquist, Roy; Langston, Jay; Goodwin, Katherine 
Fw: Mississippi Article 

Mike, there are many untrue statements and mis-information presented here after I finally read the full arlicle. For 
example, Gov Barbour was in Japan that week and his Chief of Staff attended our event. I handled the question request 
via email and told the reporter that we were just not discussing ongoing economic development to the press. Lots of 
people feeling were hurt. I believe you can read the report diligently. -Gary 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:MLehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org) 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 1:39 PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Subject: Mississippi Article 

We've gone into silent mode': No. one in Tunica has heard from GreenTech since ground-breaking 

by Clay Chandler 

Mississippi Business Journal/Dolan Media Newswires 

11/16/2009 

JACKSON, MS --In early October, Chinese businessman Charles Wang held a ceremony in Tunica announcing 
plans to build a $1'billion hybrid vehicle manufacturing facility. 

Green Tech, Wang's company, would employ 1,500 people directly and produce as many hybrid vehicles annually 
as Toyota does, Wang said' 

The project's size and ambition was upstaged orily by the lack of attendance by governmentand econ()mic 
development officials, who had been front and center for Nissan and Toyota's coming,out party, two events 
whose finished product matched Green Tech's employment estimates. 

Since that unveiling o\/er a month ago, not much at all has happened. 

"We've gone into silent mode," said Lyn Arnold, president and CEO of the Tunica County Chamber of Commerce. 
She would not provide details of her office's interaction with Wang or other Green Tech officials. 

That operating procedure would provide an appropriate description of Green Tech itself. 

Calls to a number for the company end in a voicemail. Messages left by the Mississippi Business Journal last 
week went unreturned. 
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A representative from the Memphis firm handling Green Tech's marketing said the best way to interview Wang 
was via e-mail. A written list of questions had not drawn a response by the time the Mississippi Business Journal' 
went to press Thursday afternoon. The company e-mail listed in GreenTech's incorporation filings with Secretary 
of State Delbert Hosemann's office produces an invalid address response. 

Wang said last month at Green Tech's announcement that at least a portion of the project's funding would come 
from EB-5 Visas, which grant residency status to foreign investors who agree to finance economic development 
projects in the U.S. Wang offered no specifics about how much of the project would be funded by the EB-5 
program. Gulf Coast Automotive Funds, a New Orleans company, is handling GreenTech's EB-5 money. GCAF 
president Taylor Beery would not provide specific numbers about the project's funding. 

Since the October unveiling, a representative for the Mississippi Development Authority would only confirm that 
the agency is waiting for the company to raise capital. . 

The lack of communication from Green Tech extends to Pepper Bradford, head of Tunica County Planning and 
Development, whose office would have to issue a building permit before the company could construct its facility. 
To do that, GreenTech would have to exercise an option it has to purchase the land the site sits on. 

"It'll be a while before my office hears from them," Bradford said. 

GreenTech's 1,500 jobs could make a substantial impact in Tunica County. The county's unemployment rate for 
September, the latest month statistics were available from the Mississippi Department of Employment Security, 
was 13 percent. That was the highest of the Delta counties and higher than all but five counties in the state. 

Janet Scott, office manager for the Tunica County WIN Job Center, said none of the large crowd of people 
looking for employment in her office had started to ask about GreenTech "because we're not sure it's going to 
come. We've had projects announced (with great fanfare) before that never came to pass," she said, referring to 
the gambling and entertainment complex whose plans were announced in 2004. Myriad Entertainment and 
Resorts, the company that wants to build the complex, has had difficulty finding financing for the project. 

If and when GreenTech gets off the ground, Simpson Contracting in Tunica will be ready, said CFO John Morris. 

"We wouldn't be the lead on a job that large," Morris said, "but if there's anything we could do, we'd try for it." 

Automotive industry analysts have been skeptical from the jump about GreenTech's feasibility. John O'Dell, 
senior editor for Edmunds' GreenCarAdvisor.com, said Wang could run into difficulties in the EB-5 market 
because Wang's former partner is using the same funding method for a similar project in Alabama. The two split 
last summer, after suing each other over the rights to build in Tunica. They eventually settled, with Wang earning 
the rights to build in Tunica and Benjamin Yeung moving on to Alabama. Their announcement ceremonies were a 
week apart. 

"They're going to be fishing from the same pond," O'Dell said. "Even in a good economy, that wouldn't be easy." 

Mayor of the City of Tunica Chuck Cariker is trying to keep a positive attitude while GreenTech plans its next 
move. 

Mike Lehmkuhler 
Leader, Transportation Team 
Business Development 
Virginia Economic Development Partnership 
P.O. Box 798 
Richmond, VA 23218-0798 

Phone: (804) 545-5722 
Mobile: (804) 305-3433 
Fax: (804) 545-5701 
<mailto:mlehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org> 

Virginia: "Best State for Business" (Forbes.com, CNBC & Pollina Real Estate) 
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McNinch, Sandi 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

McNinch, Sandi 
Thursday, November 19, 2009 4:41 PM 
Gottschalk, Patrick; Evans, Catherine B. 
Anderson, Jeffrey M.; McNinch, Sandi; Lehmkuhler, Mike; McClintock, Robert; Dahlquist, 
Roy; Goodwin, Katherine; Langston, Jay; Grossman, Paul; Povar, Liz; Ellett, Kim; Vincent, 

Crystal 
Memorandum Regarding Support for EB-5 Regional Center for GCG 
GCG Response to Request for EB-5 Extension 111909.doc 

Pat- I have attached our Memorandum regarding the requested support for the expansion into the Commonwealth of 
an EB-5 Regional Center for the GCG project. Please let me know if you have any questions or need any further 

documentation. 

Sandi. 
smcninch@yesvirginia.org 

804.545.5617 
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CONFIDENTIAL: GOVERNOR'S WORKlt'iG P AI>ERS 
NOT SUBJECT TO DISCLOSURE UNDER THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: The Honorable Patrick 0. Gottschalk 

FROM: Jeffrey M. Anderson 

DATE: November 19,2009 

SUBJECT: WM Green Tech Automotive COlvoration 
Seeking Support for Extension of EB-5 Regional Center Into Virginia 

As you know, WM GreenTech Automotive Corporation ("GTA") is looking for a location for an 
automobile assembly plant. In the initial phase, the p lant would produce - energy
efficient vehicles per year, usin~ employees deploying II  of capital. A site in 
~ounty, Virginia is under consideration. 

Although GT A has identified a few potential sources of capital for the plant, the current focus is 
on financing the initial phase of the plant tlu·ough investments made by foreign citizens looking 
for an oppmtunity lo live in the United States. The "EB-5 Program" allows foreign citizens who 
invest at least $500,000 in a business in the United States to apply for permanent residency in the 
United States for themselves and their inunediate family members. To qualify for the $500,000 
threshold (as opposed to an otherwise-applicable $1 million tlu·eshold), the investment must be 
made for a business in a targeted employment area -- which is a rural area or an area which has 
experienced an unemployment rate of at least 150% of the national average. Such an investment 
made through a "Regional Center" needs to result in the creation, directly or indirectly, of at least 
10 new jobs within about 2.5 years of making the investment. The federal government makes 
10,000 EB-5 Visas available each year, with 3,000 of those targeted to investments made through 
Regional Centers. 

In addition to the $500,000 investment, each investor will be asked to pay a fee to the Regional 
Center - estimated to be approximately ~· Further, each investor will need to hire an 
attorney and perhaps other professionals to assist with the investor's individual visa application. 

Any business or governmental entity can apply for designation as a Regional Center. The 
Regional Center needs to identify the areas that it will serve and types of businesses that it will 
suppmt. 

 
originally targeted its investments in an area of 

Mississippi covering a second possible location for a GTA plant. Those principals of GTA have 



The Honorable Patrick 0. Gottschalk 
November 19, 2009 
Page2 

indicated that they wish to expand the geographic reach of that Regional Center to cove~ 
We further understand that GTA has asked Govemor Kame 

to v.rrite a letter to Secretary Napolitano expressing strong suppo1t for the extension of the reach 
of that Regional Center into Virginia. You have asked for VEDP's recommendation on the 
wisdom of providing such a letter of support. 

Concerns Regarding the Plant: 

Given the information currently available to VEDP, we have grave doubts about the business 
model presented to us by GTA. We have previously shared our concerns with you. GTA has 
promised to provide us with additional information. It may well be the case that the additional 
infmmation will allay our fears. Until we receive that additional information, however, we are 
not inclined to supp01t the development of tbe plant. The questions that we posed to GTA on 
October 22, 2009 are reproduced in an Appendix to this Memorandum. 

We are fully cognizant of the impact that a -bi  investment and-advanced 
manufacturing jobs could have in - County and the surrounding communities. 
Nevertheless, we do not currently have sufficient information to fully embrace this plant. 

Concerns Regarding the Financing: 

GTA's business plan indicates that it will need to raise .bi  to develop the initial phase of 
the plant.  

. We 
are concerned that the financing plan does not fit the mles for the EB-5 Program. If the rules of 
the EB-5 Program are not followed, the investors will not receive the visas that they thought they 
would receive. If all, or any significant portion, of the investors were to not ultimately receive 
the visas, that would give the Commonwealth a black eye, in the view of other companies or 
investors looking for possible business connections with the Commonwealth. Knowjng that the 
Governor of Virginia strongly suppmted the creation of the Regional Center would cause some to 
conclude that the Commonwealth knew, or should have known, that there were problems, but 
proceeded nonetheless. 

Here are a couple of the details that lead us to question whether the EB~5 Program is a valid 
financing mechanism for the plant: 

• Since GT A will need the funds to develop the plant, it will need the funds largely up
front. The EB-5 Program requires that the jobs be created within about 2.5 years.  

 Even with a 
significant multiplier, it is unlikely that GTA wi11 put enough folks to work quickly 
enough to satisfy the requirements of the EB-5 Program. 



The Honorable Patrick 0. Gottschalk 
November 19,2009 
Page 3 

• If GTA is looking to raise significant funds through the EB-5 Program, there may not be 
enough EB-5 visas available for this project and all of the other quaHfying projects 
nationwide. 

GTA's business plan indicates that it has identified approximate!~ potential investors, each 
of whom may be able and willing to make an EB-5 investment of $500,000. Even if each such 
investor provided $500,000, that would still leave a • billion funding gap. Other potential 
financin sources identified in GTA's business plan 

Vehicles Manufacturing program and a 
 
 
 

 

  
  

    
   

. 

Concerns Regarding the Ties Between GT A and the Regional Center: 

Foreign investors will be looking to the Regional Center to ensure that reasonable business 
investments are made that will protect the investment made by those investors, while satisfying 
the visa requirements of the EB-5 Program. We believe that having the principals of the 
Regional Center be the same as the principals of the company benefiting from the investment 
creates a conflict of interest. Fmthennore, having the principals benefit monetarily from the fees 
to be charged to the investors creates a conflict of interest. Certainly, the Regional Center will 
have expenses and will have ongoing obligations to its investors. Some may view the fees paid 
to the Regional Center as being excessive, when the principals may also be compensated by the 
company that is receiving the funds channeled through the Regional Center.  

 
 

. 

Ways to Ameliorate the Concerns: 

At a minimum, the Governor could insist that disclaimers be put into the offering document to be 
presented to potential investors saying that the Conunonwealth's support is limited and does not 

.. 
' 



The Honorable Patrick 0. Gottschalk 
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extend to making promises regarding tbe success of the plant or the investors' chances for 
complying with the EB-5 Program. Whether a foreign investor, unfamiliar with U.S. business 
practices, will understand and appreciate the disclaimer, is a large question. 

The Govemor could, further, insist that the Regional Center break its formal ties with GT A. An 
independent Regional Center may, however, refuse to facilitate investments in GTA. 

Recommendation: 

VEDP would be delighted to put its full resources behind most any project that would bring ~ 
 investment and~irect advanced manufacturing jobs to the Commonwealth. We 

are not comfortable at the cunent time, however, that GTA is that project. 

Whether an EB-5 Regional Center may be appropriate for the Commonwealth is a decision for 
fmther study. We have an internal study underway to determine whether an EB-5 Regional 
Center in the Commonwealth would be an effective and efficient financing tool for a variety of 
projects. We will likely, in any event, conclude that a Regional Center that is linked to the 
project to be funded creates an inappropriate conflict of interest. We are not comfortable at the 
current time that having a GTA-related Regional Center in the Conunonwealth funneling dollars 
to GT A is a wise business decision. 

Until questions regarding the plant are answered and a complete financing solution is identified, 
we recommend that the Governor decline the opportunity to support the expansion into Virginia 
of the Gulf Coast Funds Management LLC Regional Center affiliated with GT A. 

Appendix: Questions Posed to GTA by VEDP on October 22, 2009 

JMA/sjm 
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APPENDIX TO NOVEMBER 19, 2009 MEMORANDUM 

On October 22, 2009, in an effort to perform an adequate level of due diligence on GTA, the 
following questions were asked of GT A, using its first name "Greentech." Except as noted on 
the last question, VEDP has yet to receive answers to these que~tions : 

• As of today, certification o.pg and II miles driving range on a single battety charge 
for specific Greentech models (presumably subcompact and compact versions) could be 
considered breakthrough developments vis-a-vis the current competition. In what 
vehicle(s) and where has this hybrid powertrain teclmology been successfully 
demonstrated and/or certified? 

• How does the "super platform" teclmology differ from the cost competitive, shared global 
platform manufacturing strategy currently utilized by several market-leading OEMs? 

• How will Greentech be cost compe·· · 'e given that capital investment, job creation and 
acreage requirements are Ill% to Yo of recent automotive assembly projects with 
comparable annual production capacity? 

• With regard to financial backing, what capital contribution currently exists?  
 What 

entities, including these, have contributed what amounts so far? 

• When are strategic partnership agreements with 
- xpected to be finalized? 

and. 

•  
  

 

• What do .million of technology fees represent? Who would these projected fees be 

payable to? 

• 
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• 

• For EB-5 purposes, Greentech employment a-assembly plant-m )Io ees b~ 
equates to total direct and indirect creation of somewhere between and._ 
jobs. Under the "Bear Scenario", your company plans to raise -billion through EB-5 
investors at the $500,000 investor threshold. That would require- investors and 
necessitate the creation direct and indirect jobs by 2012. How will you fulfill 
the requirement to jobs? 

• We request your help in better underst!f!Mndin the company's tmique value proposition for 
a successful start-up of operations in especially in light of Greentech's recent 
armouncement to establish a $1 billion an ,.)00 employee assembly plant operation in 
Mississippi. How do you plan to successfully statt up two major automotive assembly 
operations at the same time? 

o GTA has recently informed us 1hat it does not, initially, plan to develop both a 
plant in Virginia and a plant in Mississippi. It will choose one m· the other. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

McNinch, Sandi 
Thursday, November 19, 2009 4:09 PM 
Kaestner, Mike; Vincent, Crystal 
GCG memo 
GCG Response to Request for EB-5 Extension 111909.doc 

Do you guys have time to fly-speck this memo right now? 

Sandi. 
smcninch@yesvirginia.org 
804.545.5617 
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Ellett, Kim 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Anderson, Jeffrey M. 
Thursday, November 19, 2009 3:00 PM 
Gottschalk, Patrick 
McClintock, Robert; McNinch, Sandi; Lehmkuhler, Mike 
FW: Mississippi Article on Greentech 

Pat an interesting article about Greentech below. Sandi is finishing up the position paper on the EB- 5 associated with 
Greentech and will have it to you late today. 

Mike will continue to try and get more information from the company regarding the issues raised in his previous email. 

Thanks Jeff 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 1:53PM 
To: Anderson, Jeffrey M.; McNinch, Sandi; McClintock, Robert; Povar, Liz; Dahlquist, Roy; Goodwin, Katherine; Langston, 
Jay; Grossman, Paul 
Subject: Mississippi Article on Greentech 

Here's an article Gary sent me today, along with the following comments: 

Mike, 

We have been under lots of pressure to move forward in MS. Please read the article at: 
http:llmsbusiness.comlblog!2009/111"1oe2%80%98we%e2%80%99ve-qone-into-slient-mode%e2%80%991 

Your expedited process and support is greatly appreciated! 

Ga!Y 

If we do not move the project soon in either place (not in both), our project momentum will be damaged. 

We've gone into silent mode': No one in Tlmica has heard from Green Tech since ground-
breaking. · 

by Clay.Chandler 

Mississippi Business Journal/Dolan Media Newswires 

111.16/2009 

J.ACKSON, MS.--In early October, Chinese businessman Charles Wang held!! ceremony in Tunica announcing 
plans to build a $1cbillionhybrid vehicle manufacturing facility, · · 

Green Tech, Wang's comllany,would employ 1,500 people direcily and produce as many hybrid vehic:;les annually 
as Toyota does, Wang said. · · · 

The project's size and ambition was upstaged only by the lack of attendance by government and eccmomic · 
development officials, who had been front and center for l'jissan and Toyota's. comingcout party, two. events 
whose finished product matched Green Tech's employment estimates: 

Since that unveiling over a month ago, notmuch at all lias happened. 
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"We've gone into silent mode," said Lyn Arnold, presideniand CEO of the Tuhica County Chamber of Commerce. 
She would not provide details of her office's interaction with Wang or other Green Tech officials. · 

. . 

That Operating procedure would provide an appropriate description ofGreenTech itself. 

Calls to a 11umberfor the C()mpanyend in a voicemaii .. Messages left by the Mississippi Business Journal.last 
week went unreturned. · · 

A representative from t~e Memphis firm handling Green Tech's marketing said the bestway to interviJwwang 
was yia e-mail. A written list of questions had notdrawn a response by the timethe Mississippi Business Journal 
went to press Thursday afternoon. The company e,maillisted in Green Tech's incorporation filings with Secretary • 
of State Delb-ert Hosemann's office produces an invalid address response. · · 

. ' . ' ' - . . . . ' 

Wang said last month .at Green TeCh's alinouncementthatatleasta portiolloHhe project's funding would .corne 
from EB-5 Visas, which grant residency statlis. totoreign investors who agree to finance economic clevelopment 
projects in the.U.S. Wang offered no.specificllabout how mu~h ofthe project would be funded bytiJe EB-5 
program. Gulf Coast Automotive Furids, a New Orleans company, is !)alldling GreenTech'sEB-5 money. GCAF 
president Taylor Beery would not provide specific numbers aboutthe project's hmding. 

' . :. ' . . - ' _.-_ < - . ' - _: . 

Since the Octoberunv~Hing, a representativefor the Mississippi Development Authority would onlyconfirm that 
the agency is waiting for the company to raise capital. · · . . . 

. . 
The lack ofcommunicationfrom Green-rechextends to Pepper Bradford, lleacl of Tunica County.Planning and 
Development, whose office would have to issue a building permit before the company could construct its facility. 
To do that, GreenTechwouldh<we to exercise an Option it has to purchase the land thesite sits m1. · 

"lt'llbe a while before my office hears from them.'' Bradford sa.id. 
. . 

Green Tech's 1,500 jobs could mat<e a substantial impact in TunicaCounty. The. county's unel)lployment rate for 
September, the latest month statistics were available from the Mississippi Department of Employment Security, 
was 13 percent. That was the highest of the Delta counties and higher than all but five counties in the state. 

Janet Scott, officemanagerforthe Tunica CountyWIN Job Center, said none of the large crOwd of people 
looking tor employment in her office had started to ask about.GreenTech "becausewe'renot sure it's going to -
come.We've had projects announced ('J>'ith great fanfare) before thatnlwer came to pass," she. said, referring. to 
the gambling and entertainment complexwhose plans were announced in 2004; Myriad Entert~inment and 
Resorts, the company that wants tobuild the complex, has had difficulty finding financing for the project. 

If and whell Green Tech gets ofHhe ground, Simpson Contracting in Tunica will be ready, said CFO John Morris. 

"We wouldn't be the lead on a job thatlarge,'' Morris said, "buUf there'sanything we could do, we'd try tor it." 
. . 

Automotive. industry analysts ha.ve been skeptical from the jump about GreenTech'sfeasibility. John O'Dell, 
senior editor for Edmunds' GreenCarAdvisor.com; said Wang could run into difficulties in the EB-5 market 
because Wang's former partner is using the same funding method for a similar project in Alabama. The two split· 
last summer, after suing each other over the rights to builcl in Tunica. They eventuaUy settled,with Wa~g earning, 
the rights to build in Tunica and Benjamin Yeung moving on to Alabama; Their announcement ceremonies were a 
week apart. · 

"They're going to be fishing from the same pond," O'Dell said,"Even in a good economy, that wouldn't be easy." 

Mayor of the City ofTunica Chuck Cariker is trying to keep apositiveattitude while GreenTech plans its next 
move, 

Mike Lehmkuhler 
Leader, Transportation Team 
Business Development 
Virginia Economic Development Partnership 
P.O. Box 798 
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Ellett, Kim 

From: Dahlquist, Roy 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 2:08 PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike; Anderson, Jeffrey M.; McNinch, Sandi; McClintock, Robert; Povar, Liz; 

Goodwin, Katherine; Langston, Jay; Grossman, Paul 
Subject: RE: Mississippi Article on Greentech 

This article reflects the same story I got from MS at theSEUS meeting in Tokyo a few weeks ago. 

Roy 

Roy C. Dahlquist 
International Investment Manager 
Virginia Economic Development Partnership 
Office Tel: 804-545-5762 
Mobile Tel: 804-305-6978 
Email: rdahlquist@yesvirginia.org 
www.yesvirginia.org 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 1:53PM 
To: Anderson, Jeffrey M.; McNinch, Sandi; McClintock, Robert; Povar, Liz; Dahlquist, Roy; Goodwin, Katherine; Langston, 
Jay; Grossman, Paul 
Subject: Mississippi Article on Greentech 

Here's an article Gary sent me today, along with the following comments: 

Mike, 

We have been under lots of pressure to move f01ward in MS. Please read the article at: 
http://msbusiness. comlbloqi2009!111"A.e 2%80% 98we% e2% 80%99ve-qone-into-sifen t-mode%e 2%80%991 

Your expedited process and support is greatly appreciated! 

Gary 

If we do not move the project soon in either place (not in both), our project momentum will be damageq. 

We've gone into silent mode': No one in Tunica. has heard from GreenTech since ground
breaking 

by Clay Chandler 

Mississippi Business Journal/Dolan Media Newswires 

11/16/2009 

JACKSON, MS --In early October, Chinese businessman Charles Wang held a ceremony in Tunica announcing · 
plans to build a $1-billion hybrid vehicle manufacturing facility. 

. . . :_ . - ' ' - ' - -. . - _' 

GreenTech,Wang's company, would employ1,500 people directly and produ~e as many hybrid vehicles annually 
as Toyota does, Wang said. · · · 
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Th!)project's size and ambition was upstaged only by the lackof attendance by governmentand economic 
development officials, whohad been front and center for Nissan and Toyota's coming-out party, two. events 
whose finished product matched Green Tech's employment estimates. 

Since that unveiling over a month ago, not much at all has happened. 

"We've gone into silent mode," said Lyn Arnold, president and CEOof the Tunica County Chamber of Commerce. 
She would not provide details of her office's interaction with Wang or other Green Tech officials. 

That operating procedure would provide an appropriate description of Green Tech itself. 

Calls to a nUmber for the company el1d in a voice mail. Messages left by the Mississippi Business Journal last 
week went unreturned. · · · · · · 

.A representati~e from theMeinphisfirm~andling GreenTech's marketing said the bestway lointerviewWang • 
was via e-maiL A written list of Cluestions had not drawn .a response. by the. time the Mississippi Business Journal 
went to press Thursday afternoon; The company ~,maillis!E)d in Green Tech's incorporation filings with Secretary: 
of StateDelbert Hos.emann's offjce produces an invalid address response. 

Wang s.aid last month at Green Tech's announcement that atleast a portion ofthe project's funding would come 
from EB-5 Visas, which grant residency status to foreign investors who agree to finance economic development 
projects in the U.S. Wang offered no specifics about how much oft he project would be funded by the EB-5 
program. Gulf Coast Automotive Funds, a New Orleans company, is handling GreenTech's EB-5 money. GCAF 
president Taylor Beery wouldnot provide specific numbers about the project's funding. · 

Since the October unveiling, a representative for the Mississippi Development Authority would only confirm that • 
the agency is waiting for the company to raise capital. 

The lack of communication from GreenTech extends to Pepper Bradford, head of Tunica County Planning .and 
Development, whose office would have to issue a building permit before the company could construct its facility. • 
To do that, Green Tech would haveto exercise an option it has to purchase the. land the sitE! sits on. 

"It'll be a while before my office hears from them," Bradford said. 

GreenTech's 1,500 jobs could make a substantial impact in Tunica County.The county's unemployment rate for 
September, the latest month statistics were availablefrom the Mississippi Department of EmploymentSE!curity, 
was 13 percent. That was the highest of the Delta counties and higher than all butfive counties in the state. 

Janet Scott, office manager for the Tunica County WIN Job Center, said none of the large crowd of people 
looking for employment in her office had started. to ask about Green Tech "because we're not sure it's going to 
come. We've had projects announced (with great fanfare) before that never came to pass," she said, referring to 
the gambling and entertainment complex whose plans were announced in 2004. Myriad Entertainmentand 
Resorts, the company that wants to build the complex, has had difficulty finding financing for the project. 

If and when Green Tech gets off the ground, Simpson Contracting in Tunica will be ready, said CFO John Morris. 
. - : 

"We wouldn't be the lead on a job that large," Morris said, "but if there's anything we could do, we'd try for it." · 

.Automotive industry analysts have been skeptical from the jump about Green Tech's feasibility. John O'Dell, · 
senior editorfor Edmunds' GreenCar.Advisor.com, said Wang could run into difficulties in the EB-5f11arket 
because Wang's former partner is using the same funding method for a similar project in Alabama. The two split 
last summer, after suing each other over the rights to build in Tunica. They eventually settled, with Wang earning 
the rights to .build in Tunica and Benjamin Yeung moving on to Alabama. Thei.r announcement ceremonies were a 
week apart. 

"They're going to be fishing from the same pond," O'Dell said. "Even in a good economy, that wouldn't be easy." 

Mayor of the City of Tunica Chuck Cariker is trying to keep a positive attitude while Green Tech plans its next 
move. 
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Mike Lehmkuhler 
Leader, Transportation Team 
Business Development 
Virginia Economic Development Partnership 
P.O. Box798 
Richmond, VA 23218-0798 

Phone: (804) 545-5722 
Mobile: (804) 305-3433 
Fax: (804) 545-5701 
<mailto:mlehmkuhler@yesvirqinia.org> 

Virginia: "Best State for Business" (Forbes.com, CNBC & Pollina Real Estate) 
http:l/www.yesvirginia.org/whvvirginia/awards.aspx 
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McNinch, Sandi 

From: Dahlquist, Roy 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sunday, December 09, 2012 2:51AM 
McNinch, Sandi; Lehmkuhler, Mike 
FW: GCG Regional Center Expansion 

More GTA 

Roy 

Roy C. Dahlquist 
Managing Director-Asia 
Virginia Economic Development Partnership 
Office Tel: 804-545-5762 
Mobile Tel: 804-305-6978 
Email: rdahlguist@yesvirginia.org 
www.yesvirginia.org 

From: Dahlquist, Roy 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 12:56 PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike; Goodwin, Katherine; McNinch, Sandi; McClintock, Robert 
Subject: RE: GCG Regional Center Expansion 

I believe in the meeting they attended here at VEDP there was a comment made that they expected the state 

to provide "substantial" financial support. I can't remember if one "support" was free land, but I seem to 

remember that comment. They were thinking we would control ownership of the land and there-by be able to 

turn it over to them. 

Roy 

Roy C. Dahlquist 
International Investment Manager 
Virginia Economic Development Partnership 
Office Tel: 804-545-5762 
Mobile Tel: 804-305-6978 
Email: rdahlguist@vesvirginia.org 
www.yesvirginia.org 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 10:44 AM 
To: Goodwin, Katherine; McNinch, Sandi; Dahlquist, Roy; McClintock, Robert 
Subject: RE: GCG Regional Center Expansion 

Thanks. The company is obviously counting on receipt of this source of funding first and for as much as possible. In spite 
of a lack of other funds so far, they readily maintain that it is not going to be the only source of funding. 

From: Goodwin, Katherine 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 10:40 AM 
To: McNinch, Sandi; Dahlquist, Roy; Lehmkuhler, Mike; McClintock, Robert 
Subject: GCG Regional Center Expansion 
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Everyone, 
Attached is an illustration using The GCG project parameters and our ROI. There are three scenarios using three 

different multipliers: 

1) Our normal multiplier without any manipulation (2.8) 
2) An increased multiplier that we could probably live with based upon Virginia's historic multiplier when we had a 

more established auto industry (5.0) 
3) GCG's suggested multiplier (11.0) 

Hopefully, the tables technically illustrate why only using EB-5 as a financing mechanism will not work. 

Katherine E. Goodwin 
Research Manager 
Virginia Economic Development Partnership 
KGoodwin@yesvirginia.org 
804.545.5794 Office 
804.201.7958 Cell 

~EST STATE FOR BUSINESS 
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Lehmkuhler, Mike 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Gary Tang <gary.tang@wmgta.com> 
Thursday, November 19, 2009 11:59 AM 
Lehmkuhler, Mike 

Subject: RE: Follow-Up Question 

Unfortunately I do not have either and I read as much as it shows. Our business partners have contacted me couple of 
times for the article and asked about the situation. If we do not move the project soon in either place (not in both), our 
project momentum will be damaged. 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:MLehmkuhler@yesvirginia.orgl 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 11:53 AM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Subject: RE: Follow-Up Question 

Is there an access code I can use? 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 11:51 AM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Subject: RE: Follow-Up Question 

Understood. I'll take a look at the article. 

From: Gary Tang [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.coml 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 11:49 AM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Subject: RE: Follow-Up Question 

Mike, 

We have been under lots of pressure to move forward in MS. Please read the article at: 
http:/lmsbusiness.com/blog/2009/11/%e2%80%98we%e2%80%99ve-qone-into-silent-mode%e2%80%99/ 

Your expedited process and support is greatly appreciated! 

Gary 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:Mlehmkuhler@yesvirginia.orgl 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 6:00AM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Subject: Re: Follow-Up Question 

Gary: 

Thanks. We are interested in ownership of AIC because VEDP is responsible for briefing the Governor and the Secretary 
about the EB-5 situation. 

Regards, 
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Mike 

Sent from my Blackberry 
(804) 305-3433 

From: Gary Tang 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: Wed Nov 18 20:28:13 2009 
Subject: RE: Follow-Up Question 
Mike, 

Nice to see you too. 

American Immigration Center LLC (i.e. AIC) is the entity which purchased GCFM. 

Did you mean who own AIC? Who asked for the holding company information? Why does it matter in this case? 

Thanks 
Gary 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:Mlehmkuhler@yesvirginia.orgl 
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 5:31 PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Subject: Follow-Up Question 

Gary: 

Good to see you again yesterday. 

What is the name of the entity that purchased the Gulf Coast Funds Management EB-5 Regional Center? 

Who are the investors that now own it? 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Mike Lehmkuhler 
Leader, Transportation Team 
Business Development 
Virginia Economic Development Partnership 
P.O. Box798 
Richmond, VA 23218-0798 

Phone: (804) 545-5722 
Mobile: (804) 305-3433 
Fax: (804) 545-5701 
<mailto:mlehmkuhler@yesvirqinia.org> 

Virginia: "Best State for Business" (Forbes.com, CNBC & Pollina Real Estate) 
http://www.yesvirginia.org/whvvirginia/awards.aspx 
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McNinch, Sandi 

From: McNinch, Sandi 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 11:49 AM 
To: Dahlquist, Roy; Lehmkuhler, Mike; Goodwin, Katherine; Allen, Holly; Langston, Jay; Povar, 

Liz 
Cc: 
Subject: 

McNinch, Sandi 
RE: EB-5 Extension 

Sorry- I just found this email buried in a bunch of other stuff. 

The legislation did nothing other than extend the effective date to September 31, 2012. 

Sandi. 
smcninch@yesvirginia.org 

804.545.5617 

From: Dahlquist, Roy 
Sent: Monday, November 02, 2009 10:06 AM 
To: McNinch, Sandi; Lehmkuhler, Mike; Goodwin, Katherine; Allen, Holly; Langston, Jay; Povar, Liz 
Subject: RE: EB-5 Extension 

Sandy, 
Do we know if there were any changes to the legislation that would have any effect on our discussions? 

Thanks 
Roy 

Roy C. Dahlquist 
International Investment Manager 

Virginia Economic Development Partnership 
Office Tel: 804-545-5762 
Mobile Tel: 804-305-6978 
Email: rdahlquist@yesvirginia.org 
www.yesvirginia.org 

From: McNinch, Sandi 
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2009 3:57 PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike; Goodwin, Katherine; Allen, Holly; Dahlquist, Roy; Langston, Jay; Povar, Liz 
Cc: McNinch, Sandi 
Subject: EB-5 Extension 

Yesterday, the President signed the bill extending the EB-5 program for 3 years, until9-30-12. 

Sandi. 
smcninch@yesvirginia.org 

804.545.5617 
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l ehmkuhler, Mike 

f-l'om: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: 
To: 

Thursday, November 19, 2009 11:54 AM 
McNinch, Sandi 

Subject : FW: Follow-Up Question 

Addit ional clarification.  

From: Gary Tang [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
S2nt: Thursday, November 19, 2009 11:53 AM 
Tc: Lehml<uhler, ~/like 
Subject: RE: Follow-Up Question 

 

That is correct. Terry is not an investor for CWH/AIC. 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:Mlehmkuhler@yesvirglnla.org] 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 11:50 AM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Subject: RE: Follow-Up Question 

I am familiar with everyone mentioned  Can please you tell/remind me who that is? 

Also, Terry does not appear to be a investor for Capital Wealth Holdings/AIC, correct? 

From: Gary Tang [mallto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 11:41 AM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Subject: RE: Follow-Up Question 

Mike, 

Capital Wealth Holdings is the owner o- il is also a owner of Green Tech. Most US regional centers are owned by 
the p . CWH is owned by a group of investors of the project 

Hope this helps. 

Thanks, 
Gary 

Therefore, AIC/GCFM and GTA are sister companies in 
I Center activities. 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:Mlehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org] 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 6 :00AM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Subject: Re: Follow-Up Question 

Gary: 

Thanks. We are interested in ownership of AIC because VEDP is responsible for briefing the Governor and the Secretary 
about the EB-5 situation. 

.. 



Regards, 

Mike 

Sent from my Blackberry 
(804) 305-3433 

From: Gary Tang 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: Wed Nov 18 20:28:13 2009 
Subject: RE: Follow-Up Question 
Mike, 

. Nice to see you too. 

American Immigration Center LLC (i.e. AI C) is the entity which purchased GCFM. 

Did you mean who own AIC? Who asked for the holding company information? Why does it matter in this case? 

Thanks 
Gary 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:Mlehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 5:31 PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Subject: Follow-Up Question 

Gary: 

Good to see you again yesterday. 

What is the name of the entity that purchased the Gulf Coast Funds Management EB-5 Regional Center? 

Who are the investors that now own it? 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Mike Lehmkuhler 
Leader, Transportation Team 
Business Development 
Virginia Economic Development Partnership 
P.O. Box 798 
Richmond, VA 23218-0798 

Phone: {804) 545-5722 
Mobile: (804) 305-3433 
Fax: (804) 545-5701 
<mailto:mlehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org> 

Virginia: "Best State for Business" (Forbes. com, CNBC & Pollina Real Estate) 
http://www.yesvirginia.org/whwirginia/awards.aspx 
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Lehmkuhler, Mike 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Thursday, November 19, 2009 11:53 AM 
gary.tang@wmgta.com 
RE: Follow-Up Question 

That's right. Thanks for helping me out. 

From: Gary Tang fmailto:gary.tang@wmqta.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 11:53 AM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Subject: RE: Follow-Up Question 

 

That is correct. Terry is not an investor for CWH/AIC. 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike D:n9ilto:Mlehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org] 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 11:50 AM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Subject: RE: Follow-Up Question 

I am familiar with everyone mentioned except  Can please you tell/remind me who that is? 

Also, Terry does not appear to be a investor for Capital Wealth Holdings/AIC, correct? 

From: Gary Tang [mailto:garv.tang@wmgta.coml 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 11:41 AM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Subject: RE: Follow-Up Question 

Mike, 

Capital Wealth Holdings is the owner ~nd it is also a owner of Green Tech. Most US regional centers are owned by 
the project com so ours is comple~wed by the regulation. CWH is owned by a group of investors of the project 
including Therefore, AIC/GCFM and GTA are sister companies in 
this proj Center activities. 

Hope this helps. 

Thanks, 
Gary 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:Mlehmkuhle~.svirglnia.org} 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 6:00 AM 
To: gary.taog@wmgta.com 
Subject: Re: Follow-Up Question 

Gary: 

Thanks. We are interested in ownership of AIC because VEDP is responsible for briefing the Governor and the Secretary 



about the EB-5 situation. 

Regards, 

Mike 

Sent from my Blackberry 
(804) 305-3433 

From: Gary Tang 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: Wed Nov 18 20:28:13 2009 
Subject: RE: Follow-Up Question 
Mike, 

Nice to see you too. 

American Immigration Center LLC (i.e. AIC) is the entity which purchased GCFM. 

Did you mean who own AIC? Who asked for the holding company information? Why does it matter in this case? 

Thanks 
Gary 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:Mlehmkuhler@yesvirginia.orgl 
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 5:31 PM 
To: garv.tang@wmgta.com 
Subject: Follow-Up Question 

Gary: 

Good to see you again yesterday. 

What is the name of the entity that purchased the Gulf Coast Funds Management EB-5 Regional Center? 

Who are the investors that now own it? 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Mike Lehmkuhler 
Leader, Transportation Team 
Business Development 
Virginia Economic Development Partnership 
P.O. Box 798 
Richmond, VA 23218-0798 

Phone: (804) 545-5722 
Mobile: (804) 305-3433 
Fax: (804) 545-5701 
<mailto:mlehmkuhler@vesvirginia.org> 

Virginia: "Best State for Business" (Forbes. com, CNBC & Pollina Real Estate) 
http://www.yesvirginia.org/whvvirginia/awards.aspx 
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lehmkuhler, Mike 

From: McNinch, Sandi 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 10:22 AM 
To: Anderson, Jeffrey M.; Lehmkuhler, Mike; McClintock, Robert; Dahlquist, Roy; Goodwin, 

Katherine; Langston, Jay; Grossman, Paul; Povar, Liz 
Cc: Vincent, Crystal; Ellett, Kim; McNinch, Sandi 
Subject: RE: Memo Re: GCG Regional Center Extension 
Attachments: APPENDIX TO NOVEMBER 19.doc 

See answers below in CAPS 

Sandi. 
smcninch@yesvirginia. org 
804.545.5617 

·····Original Message----
From: Anderson, Jeffrey M. 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 8:20AM 
To: McNinch, Sandi; Lehmkuhler, Mike; McClintock, Robert; Dahlquist, Roy 

' Cc: Vincent, Crystal; Ellett, Kim 
Subject: RE: Memo Re: GCG Regional Center Extension 

Questions-

1. What other sources of financing are outlined in the proposal? We spend considerable time doing the math on the 
number of investors required and in their presentation to us previously they mentioned other sources of capital, would Hke 
those pointed out in the draft and identify any issues we have. 

BUSINESS PLAN: THE 9-21-09 BUSINESS PLAN DESCRIBES THE FOLLOWING POTENTIAL SOURCES OF 
CAPITAL: 

• 

 

 

 
 

• THE DOE INCENTIVE PROGRAM FOR ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY VEHICLES MANUFACTURING IS OPEN TO 
NEW AUTOMOTIVE MANUFACTURERS AND MAY BE A SOURCE OF CAPITAL. THE BUSINESS PLAN INDICATES 
THAT AN APPLICATION PACKAGE IS BEING PREPARED AND MAY BE SUBMITIED BY THE END 0-
• IN "A FEW YEARS AFTER THE LAUNCH" THE COMPANY PLANS 

 
 

 
 



"   
  

  . 

2. What is the ownership structure of GT A? Do the invastorstiiJ··~get an equity position in the company or is this the 
price of a visa? 

I DO NOT KNOW THE CU 
WILL GET 

3. Does their plan explicitly sit~estors or is this just our math? 

JUST OUR MATH. 

, THE EB-5 INVESTORS 

4. What flexibility is built in to the EB·5 process to allow for extensions beyond the 2.5 years if any? 

NO FLEXIBILITY. IN PAST YEARS, ON AVERAGE, 50% OF THE FINAL REQUESTS FOR VISAS, AFTER THE 2.5 
YEAR PERIOD, ARE DENIED. THE PRIMARY REASON !=OR DENIAL IS THE INABILITY TO DEMONSTRATE THAT 
AT LEAST 10 NEW JOBS WERE CREATED. 

5. Briefly looking at the EB-5 regional grant it appears to cover all of LA and MS, covers several Industries not auto 
manufacturing. 

NOTED. AS I UNDERSTAND THE APPLICATION PROCESS FOR A REGIONAL CENTER, YOU DON'T 
· NECESSARILY NEED TO IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR COMPANY, BUT YOU NEED A STRONG INTEREST IN A 
PARTICULAR FIELD IN WHICH SUCCESS IS REASONABLY ASSURED. 

6. Doe- qualify as a TEA? Assume yes but ~anted to make sure. 

A TEA INCLUDES A RURAL AREA OR AN AREA WITH HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT RATE. JAY TELLS ME THAT 
~ILL NOT QUALIFY BASED ON ITS UNEMPLOYMENT RATE. - SHOULD QUALIFY AS A RURAL 
~IS PART OF THE RICHMOND MSA, BUT IS AN AREA OUTSIDE OF A CITY OR TOWN HAVING A 
POPULATION OF 20,000 OR MORE. . 

7. Should have an appendix ready to be sent to Governor which outlines the questions pending from GTA. 

I WILL ADD AN APPENDIX PAGE TO THE MEMO, WHICH WILL LOOI< LIKE THE A IT ACHED WORD DOCUMENT. IN 
THIS DOCUMENT, I RESTATED THE QUESTIONS POSED TO THE COMPANY ON OCTOBER 22. I DID NOT 
RESTATE THE OTHER DECLARATIVE STATEMENTS IN THAT EMAIL TO THE COMPANY THAT ADDRESSED OUR 
CONCERNS, BUT DID NOT ASK FOR FURTHER FEEDBACK. I COULD ADD THOSE OTHER CONCERNS TO THE 
APPENDIX ·JUST LET ME KNOW IF YOU WOULD LIKE ME TO. 

Thanks Jeff 

--·--Origlnal Message·---
From: McNinch, Sandi 
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 4:29 PM 
To: Lehmkul1ler, Mike; Anderson, Jeffrey M.; Povar, Liz; McClintock, Robert; Grossman, Paul; Langston, Jay; Dahlquist, 
Roy; Goodwin, Katherine 
Cc: McNinch, Sandi; Vincent, Crystal; Ellett, Kim 
Subject: Memo Re: GCG Regional Center Extension 

I have attached my draft of Memo to go to the SOCT containing our recommendation concerning the request to have the 
Governor write a suppot11etter for an extension of the Mississippi Regional Center into the Commonwealth. 
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McNinch, Sandi 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Wednesday, November 18, 2009 5:33 PM 
McNinch, Sandi; Anderson, Jeffrey M.; Povar, Liz; McClintock, Robert; Grossman, Paul; 
Langston, Jay; Dahlquist, Roy; Goodwin, Katherine 
Vincent, Crystal; Ellett, Kim 
RE: Memo Re: GCG Regional Center Extension 
GCFM-RC Approval2008-08-18[9].pdf 

Attached is a copy of the federal approval last year of the Gulf Coast Funds Management EB-5 Regional Center, recently 
purchased by McAuliffe and company for $2 million. 

Website is http:/ /www.gulfcoastfunds.com/investmentfunds/ 

-----Original Message----

From: McNinch, Sandi 
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 4:29 PM 

To: Lehmkuhler, Mike; Anderson, Jeffrey M.; Povar, Liz; McClintock, Robert; Grossman, Paul; Langston, Jay; Dahlquist, 
Roy; Goodwin, Katherine 

Cc: McNinch, Sandi; Vincent, Crystal; Ellett, Kim 
Subject: Memo Re: GCG Regional Center Extension 

I have attached my draft of Memo to go to the SOCT containing our recommendation concerning the request to have 

the Governor write a support letter for an extension of the Mississippi Regional Center into the Commonwealth. 

The memo contains the conclusions that Mike L., Roy and I have discussed. You may have your own conclusions-- feel 
free to share them with the group. It may well be that we should recognize political realities and offer more solutions 

on how to protect ourselves from the (almost certain) fallout. 

Kim has organized a meeting for 2:30 p.m. tomorrow afternoon in Jeff's office to discuss this memo. 

Sandi. 
smcninch@yesvirginia.org 
804.545.5617 
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Messrs. David Voelker and George E. Brower, II 
Gulf Coast Funds Management, LLC 
650 Poydras Street, Ste 2830 
New Orleans, LA 70130 

U.S. Deportment of Homeland Security 
20 Massachusetts Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20529 

U.S. Citizenship 
and Immigration 
Services 

HQSCOPS 70/6.2.8 

AUG 1 8 2008 

Re: Proposal for Designation ofGulfCoast Funds Management (GCFM) as a USCIS recognized 
Regional Center under the Immigrant Investor Pilot Program 

BACKGROUND: 

Pursuant to Section 610 of the Appropriations Act of 1993, on January 17, 2008, Gulf Coast Funds 
Management (GCFM) submitted a proposal seeking approval and designation by U.S. Citizenship 
and Immigration Services (USCIS) of the GCFM Regional Center (GCFM-RC), with a geographic 
area focusing on the entirety of the states of Mississippi and Louisiana. The GCFM-RC for EB-5 
Immigrant Investor purposes shall focus investment in the following three target industry economic 
clusters: 

l. Shipbuilding; 
2. Food Processing; and 
3. Manufacturing. 

The initial proposal contained the following evidence in support of its requested designation: 

• A Job Creation Analysis and Econometric Model prepared by a professional 
economic analysis firm which · specifically calculates but excludes construction jobs 
from the detailed prediction; 

• A business plan reflecting the timing, scale and planned use of the alien investor 
capital; 

• A sample Private Placement Memorandum; 
• A sample Operating Agreement; 
• A sample Subscription Agreement; and 
• A sample Management Agreement. 



Gulf Coast Funds Management Regional Center (GCFM-RC), MS and LA 
Page 2 

DECISION: 

Based on its review and analysis of your January 17, 2008 proposal, and of your response to the 
US CIS Request For Evidence of August 1, 2008, to which you provided a supplemental business 
plan, and a more in-depth and comprehensive economic and job creation analysis relating to the two
state scope and economic impacts, USC IS hereby approves and designates GCFM as a Regional 
Center within the Immigrant Investor Pilot Program with a geographic scope which includes the 
entire states of Mississippi and Louisiana. 

FOCUS OF INVESTMENT ACTIVITY AND CAPITAL INVESTMENT THRESHOLD: 

The USCIS-approved focus of the GCFM-RC business plan and job creation analysis and multipliers 
is to generate immigrant investor capital into the following target industry commercial enterprise 
activities within Mississippi and Louisiana: 

1. Shipbuilding; 
2. Food Processing; and 
3. Manufacturing. 

As such, aliens seeking immigrant visas through the Immigrant Investor Pilot Program may file 
individual petitions with USCIS for these commercial enterprises located within the GCFM-RC area 
comprised of the states of Mississippi and Louisiana. The geographic focus of this area contains 
numerous High Unemployment Targeted Employment Areas (TEA) as designated by the States of 
Mississippi and Louisiana, and rural TEA's as defined in 8 CFR 204.6(e). Therefore, the minimum 
capital investment threshold for any individual immigrant investment into an approved commercial 
enterprise throughout the Regional Center shall be not less than $500,000, if the investment target is 
located within a TEA or $1,000,000 iflocated outside of a TEA. 

EMPLOYMENT CREATION: 

Immigrant investors who file petitions for commercial enterprises located in the GCFM-RC area 
must fulfill all of the requirements set forth in 8 CFR 204.6, except that the petition need not show 
that the new commercial enterprises created ten new jobs indirectly as a result of the immigrant 
investor's investment. This determination has been established by way ofUSCIS' acceptance of the 
final economic analysis that is contained as part of the approved GCFM-RC proposal and its indirect 
job creation model and multipliers contained within the final approved GCFM-RC application 
package. 

In addition, where job creation or preservation of existing jobs is claimed based on a multiplier 
rooted in underlying new "direct jobs" in support of an immigrant investor's individual I-526 
petition affiliated with the GCFM-RC, then: 
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• To be credited with projected creation of new "direct" jobs for "qualifying employees" upon 
filing the I-526 petition, then the petition must be supported by a comprehensive detailed 
business plan and supporting financial, marketing and related data and analysis providing a 
reasonable basis for projecting creation of any new direct jobs for "qualifying employees" to 
be achieved/realized within two years pursuant to 8 CFR 204.6(j)( 4)(8). 

For purposes of an alien investor's filing of a subsequent l-829 petition to remove the conditions 
wherein the investment through the GCFM-RC in an enterprise for which the initial r-526 petition 
approval involved the creation of new direct jobs or the creation of new indirect jobs based on a 
multiplier tied to underlying new direct jobs, then to support the full number of direct and indirect 
new jobs being claimed at that point, an alien's subsequent r-829 petition will need to be supported 
by probative evidence of the number of new direct full time (35 hours per week) for qualified 
employees whose positions have been created as a result of the alien's investment. Such evidence 
may include copies of quarterly state employment tax reports, Forms W-2, Forms 1-9, and any other 
pertinent employment records sufficient to demonstrate the number of qualified employees whose 
jobs were created directly. 

Each individual petition, in order to demonstrate that it is associated with the GCFM-RC, in 
conjunction with addressing all the requirements for an individual immigrant investor petition, shall 
also contain as supporting evidence relating to this amended regional center designation, the 
following: 

I. A copy of this letter for the GCFM-RC approval and designation. 

2. A copy of the USers approved regional center narrative proposal and business plan. 1 

3. A copy of the job creation methodology required in 8 CFR 204.6Q)(4)(iii), as contained in 
the final regional center economic analysis which has been approved by users, which 
reflects that investment by an individual immigrant investor will create not fewer than ten 
( 1 0) full-time employment positions, either directly or indirectly, per each immigrant 
investor. 

4. A legally executed copy of the USCIS approved: 

a. Private Placement Memorandum; 
b. Subscription Agreement; 

'With respect to an individual 1-526 individual investor petition, for any large scale high impact investor manufacturing 
or processing projects such as a shipyard, other large-scale manufacturing or processing plants, the detailed business plan 
should also address or reflect those project critical factors associated with infrastructure required to support operations on 
the scale proposed, in terms of roads, rail tracks and facilities, port capacity, water, sewage, electrical power capacity to 
meet the projected demand imposed by the envisioned facility, fire fighting services and capabilities, and environmental 
impact issues. 
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c. Operating Agreement; and 
d. Management Agreement. 

DESIGNEE'S RESPONSIBILITIES INHERENT IN CONDUCT OF THE GCFM-RC 
REGIONAL CENTER: 

The law, as reflected in the regulations at 8 CFR 204.6(m)(6), requires that an approved regional 
center in order to maintain the validity of its approval and designation must continue to meet the 
statutory requirements of the Immigrant Investor Pilot Program by serving the purpose of promoting 
economic growth, including increased export sales (where applicable), improved regional 
productivity, job creation, and increased domestic capital investment. Therefore, in order for 
USCIS to determine whether your regional center is in compliance with the above cited regulation, 
and in order to continue to operate as a USCIS approved and designated regional center, your 
administration, oversight, and management of your regional center shall be such as to monitor all 
investment activities under the sponsorship of your regional center and to maintain records, data and 
information on a quarterly basis in order to report to US CIS upon request the following year to date 
information for each Federal Fiscal Year2

, commencing with the initial year as follows: 

I. Provide the principal authorized official and point of contact of the regional center 
responsible for the normal operation, management and administration of the regional 
center. 

2. Be prepared to explain how you are administering the regional center and how you will be 
actively engaged in supporting a due diligence screening of its alien investors' lawful 
source of capital and the alien investor's ability to fully invest the requisite amount of 
capital. 

3. Be prepared to explain the following: 

a. How the regional center is actively engaged in the evaluation, oversight and follows 
up on any proposed commercial activities that will be utilized by alien investors. 

b. How the regional center is actively engaged in the ongoing monitoring, evaluation, 
oversight and follows up on any investor commercial activity affiliated through the 
regional center that will be utilized by alien investors in order to create direct and/or 
indirect jobs through qualifying EB-5 capital investments into commercial 
enterprises within the regional center. 

4. Be prepared to provide: 

a. the name, date of birth, petition receipt number, and alien registration number (if one 

2 A Federal Fiscal Year runs for twelve consecutive months from October 1'1 to September 30''. 
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has been assigned by USCIS) of each principal alien investor who has made an 
investment and has filed an EB-5/r-526 Petition with USCrS, specifying whether: 

i. the petition was filed, 
ii. is pending, 
iii. was approved, 
iv. denied, or 
v. withdrawn by the petitioner, together with the date(s) of such event. 

b. The total number of visas represented in each case for the principal alien investor 
identified in 4.a. above, plus his/her dependents (spouse and children) for whom 
immigrant status is sought or has been granted. 

c. The country of nationality of each alien investor who has made an investment and 
filed an EB-5/r-526 petition with USCIS. 

d. The U.S. city and state of residence (or intended residence) of each alien investor 
who has made an investment and filed an EB-5/I-526 petition with USCrS. 

e. For each alien investor listed in item 4.a., above, identifY the following: 

i. the date(s) of investment in the commercial enterprise; 

ii. the amount(s) of investment in the commercial enterprise; and 

iii. the date(s), nature, and amount(s) of any payment/remuneration/profit/return 
on investment made to the alien investor by the commercial enterprise and/or 
regional. center from when the investment was initiated to the present. 

5. Be prepared to identify/list each of the target industry categories of business activity within 
the geographic boundaries of your regional center that have: 

a. received alien investors' capital, and in what aggregate amounts; 

b. received non-EB-5 domestic capital that has been combined and invested together, 
specifying the separate aggregate amounts of the domestic investment capital; 

c. of the total investor capital (alien and domestic) identified above in 5.a and 5.b, 
identify and list the following: 

i. The name and address of each "direct" job creating commercial enterprise. 
ii. The industry category for each indirect job creating investment activity. 

6. Be prepared to provide: 

a. The total aggregate number of approved EB-5 alien investor l-526 petitions per each 
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Federal Fiscal Year to date made through your regional center. 

b. The total aggregate number of approved EB-5 alien investor I-829 petitions per each 
Federal Fiscal Year to date through your regional center. 

7. The total aggregate sum of EB-5 alien capital invested through your regional center for 
each Federal Fiscal Year to date since your approval and designation. 

8. The combined total aggregate of"new" direct and/or indirect jobs created by EB-5 
investors through your regional center for each Federal Fiscal Year to date since your 
approval and designation. 

9. If applicable, the total aggregate of"preserved" or saved jobs by EB-5 alien investors into 
troubled businesses through your regional center for each Federal Fiscal Year to date since 
your approval and designation. 

10. Iffor any given Federal Fiscal Year your regional center did or does not have investors to 
report, then provide: 

a. a detailed written explanation for the inactivity, 

b. a specific plan which specifies the budget, timelines, milestones and critical steps to: 

i. actively promote your regional center program, 

ii. identifY and recruit legitimate and viable alien investors, and 

iii. a strategy to invest into job creating enterprises and/or investment activities 
within the regional center. 

II. Regarding your website, if any, please be prepared to provide a hard copy which represents 
fully what your regional center has posted on its website, as well as providing your web 
address. Additionally, please provide a packet containing all of your regional center's hard 
copy promotional materials such as brochures, flyers, press articles, advertisements, etc. 

12. Finally, please be aware that it is incumbent on each USCIS approved and designated 
regional center. in order to remain in good standing, to notify the US CIS Foreign Trader, 
Investor & Regional Center Program within 15 business days at 
USCIS.lmmigrantlnvestorProgram@dhs.gov of any change of address or occurrence of 
any material change in: 

• the name and contact information of the responsible official and/or Point of Contact 
(POC) for the RC 
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• the management and administration of the RC, 
• the RC structure, 
• the RC mailing address, web site address, email address, phone and fax number, 
• the scope of the RC operations and focus, 
• the RC business plan, 
• any new, reduced or expanded delegation of authority, MOU, agreement, contract, etc. 

with another party to represent or act on behalf of the RC, 
• the economic focus of the RC, or 
• any material change relating to your regional center's basis for its most recent 

designation and/or reaffirmation by US CIS. 

If you have any questions conceming the GCFM-RC approval and designation under the Immigrant 
Investor Pilot Program, please contact the USCIS Foreign Trader, Investor and Regional Center 
Program by Email at USCIS.ImmigrantJnvestorProgram@dhs.gov. 

cc: Official File 
Stephen Yale-Loehr, Esq. 

Barbara Q. Velarde 
Chief 
Service Celllilr Operations 

U.S. Depar!Men! of Homeland Secunty* 

! APPROVED ~ 
* * * AUG 1 8 2008 * 
* ~---- * * -rool340 * 
u.s. C~lzenshlo and lmmiG.r(J"OA Servi<:('-Y. 



McNinch, Sandi 

From: Grossman, Paul 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Wednesday, November 18, 2009 4:09 PM 
Dahlquist, Roy; McNinch, Sandi; Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Kaestner, Mike 

Subject: RE: Rough Draft of Memo re: GCG 

Sandi, 

I echo Roy's comments. Additionally (and with having just had a quick read of your memo so 
this may already be covered), it needs to be stated that an economic development tool like the EB5 
visa needs to be carefully vetted by Virginia. And, while we are diligently conducing that vetting 
process, it is not yet complete. The EB5 visa mechanism should be de-coupled from the Greentech 
project. The EB5 tool may indeed be viable, and we should not discount it simply because of an 
unworthy client who is pushing it. Paul 

Paul H. Grossman, Jr. 
Director, International Trade and Investment 
Virginia Economic Development Partnership 
(804) 545-5752 
www.ExportVirginia.org 
www.YesVirginia.org 

From: Dahlquist, Roy 
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 3:42PM 
To: McNinch, Sandi; Lehmkuhler, Mike; Grossman, Paul 
Cc: Kaestner, Mike 
Subject: RE: Rough Draft of Memo re: GCG 

Sandi, 

Lots of nice work. 

With regard to the following paragraph: VEDP is supp01tive of having an EB-5 Regional Center in the 
Commonwealth that could attract investment fTom foreign investors. We are not comfortable at the current time, 
however, that the proposed Regional Center is the right idea at the right time. 
I believe we need to fully explore the use of this tool as patt of our VEDP international marketing package, before we say 
we are "supp01tive". This may or may not be a direction we want to embrace given all of the complexities and processes 
that need to be employed. 

The other concern I would like to see included in our letter is that the executives associated with this project are not 
selecting Virginia based on its business value proposition. They are not evaluating Virginia based on the long term 
success of the company, its employees and the community partnership in general. They are choosing Virginia because we 
are the #1 best state for business and they are using our recognition as a selling tool to easily raise funding. They are also 
using our current political "opp01tunities" to rush this process prior to a new administration taking office. 
Thanks 
Roy 
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Roy C. Dahlquist 
International Investment Manager 
Virginia Economic Development Partnership 
Office Tel: 804-545-5762 
Mobile Tel: 804-305-6978 
Email: rdahlquist@yesvirginia.org 
www.yesvirginia.org 

From: McNinch, Sandi 
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 2:56 PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike; Dahlquist, Roy 
Cc: McNinch, Sandi; Kaestner, Mike 
Subject: Rough Draft of Memo re: GCG 

Here is my first stab at a memo that could go to the SOCT regarding the support letter for the GCG Regional Center. 
came to my own conclusions. Feel free to disagree. Once you folks have had a chance to absorb and review, I will 
forward the memo to the rest of the gang. I know that it is almost 3:00 already, but it might be nice to try to get it to the 
rest of the group by COB today. 

One item that we need to discuss: If, as a result of political reality, the Governor will be sending such a letter, should our 
memo focus more on the ways to protect the Commonwealth- more of a "yes, but..." memo than a "no" memo. 

Sandi. 
smcninch@yesvirginia.org 
804.545.5617 
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lehmkuhler, Mike 

From: Povar, Liz 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Wednesday, November 18, 2009 10:52 AM 
Dahlquist, Roy; McNinch, Sandi; Grossman, Paul 
McClintock, Robert; Lehmkuhler, Mike; Langston, Jay 
RE: GCG update 

One last comment:-) 

If for some reason the decision is made to recommend support, particularly if that recommendation is for the specific 
project and localities named, it would be absolutely necessary to get the localities' views before including them as part of 
the designated geography. 

-----Original Message----
From: Dahlquist, Roy 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17,2009 9:36PM 
To: Povar, Liz; McNinch, Sandi; Grossman, Paul 
Cc: McClintock, Robert; Lehmkuhler, Mike; Langston, Jay 
Subject: RE: GCG update 

Liz, 
Please note that I agree with your observations and opinions on this subject. 
I have been speaking with Sandi frequently on this EB-5 topic. 
This EB-5 VISA option is by its nature international funding for projects and is marketed in foreign countries most of which 
are China or SE Asia. 
I am working toward the development of a position document as part of the international marketing strategy to identify to 
our incoming Governor whether or not this VISA effort should be part of that strategy. When this is developed, VEDP 
vetted and approved, it will clearly define our VEDP international marketing position on this subject. I plan to use all 
available resources including outside expert opinions to compile this position. 
I hope this process can be completed this calendar year. 

Roy 

Roy C. Dahlquist 
International Investment Manager 
Virginia Economic Development Partnership Office Tel: 804-545-5762 Mobile Tel: 804-305-6978 
Email: rdahlquist@yesvirginia.org 
www.yesvirginia.org 

-----Original Message----
From: Povar, Liz 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17,2009 8:43PM 
To: McNinch, Sandi 
Cc: McClintock, Robert; Lehmkuhler, Mike; Dahlquist, Roy 
Subject: RE: GCG update 

Sandi et al. Even if the company has investors "lined up", I maintain serious concerns about the establishment of an EB-5 
center in general, and most specifically based on this company. Not only based on (lack of) management expertise, (lack 
of) market preparation, etc. but also still can't get my head around this being anything other than a visa-for-sale scheme 
with potential national security implications that we have no way to confirm or discount. 

Sandi, with no disrespect intended, and IF you believed it worthwhile, I'd support bringing in appropriate outside 
professional services firms with knowledge expertise of the visa program and its applicability in circumstances like these. 

This "feels" like a national political play instead of a Virginia economic development opportunity. I am not willing to stake 
Virginia's reputation on this at this juncture. 
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Liz 

-----Original Message----
From: Anderson, Jeffrey M. 
Sent: Tue 11/17/2009 7:03PM 
To: McNinch, Sandi 
Cc: Povar, Liz; McClintock, Robert; Lehmkuhler, Mike; Dahlquist, Roy; Ellett, Kim 
Subject: Re: GCG update 

Sandi please get with Roy and mike to prepare a draft response. Key to advising beside our view on the approach is 
should they want to proceed what would we need to do to safegaurd VA reputation associated with EB 5. Please set-up 
time with kim for thurs to get an update/review our response. 

Thanks Jeff 

From: Gottschalk, Patrick 
To: Anderson, Jeffrey M. 
Cc: Povar, Liz; McClintock, Robert; Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: Tue Nov 17 17:49:52 2009 
Subject: FW: GCG update 

 
 Please analyze the ask and provide a recommendation. Thanks. 

Patrick 0. Gottschalk 
Secretary of Commerce and Trade 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
Office of the Governor 
1111 E. Broad Street 
P.O. Box 1475 
Richmond, Virginia 23218 
Telephone: (804) 786-7831 
Fax: (804) 371-0250 
E-mail: patrick.qottschalk@governor.virqinia.qov 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:Mlehmkuhler@yesvirqinia.org) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 3:56PM 
To: Gottschalk, Patrick; Anderson, Jeffrey M.; Povar, Liz; McClintock, Robert; McNinch, Sandi; Grossman, Paul; 
Langston, Jay; Dahlquist, Roy; Goodwin, Katherine 
Cc: Harned, Alleyn 
Subject: GCG update 

 
 

 
Having breakfast with the Governor on Friday morning. 

Terry has also briefed McDonnell 
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~ 

 
   

Fully expects us to withhold state funding until they make progress on their end. 
Sent from my Blackberry 
(804) 305-3433 
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Lehmkuhler, Mike 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

You could only hope ... © 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike 

Ellett, Kim 
Wednesday, November 18, 2009 10:51 AM 
Lehmkuhler, Mike 
RE: GCG update 

Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 10:26 AM 
To: Povar, Liz; Ellett, Kim 
Subject: RE: GCG update 

It will probably be a short meeting. 

From: Povar, Liz 
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 10:16 AM 
To: Ellett, Kim; Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Subject: RE: GCG update 

I'm in Franklin/Southampton tomorrow so won't be at this meeting; Mike, you saw my comments late yesterday in the 
email I sent. Hope the discussion goes well. 

From: Ellett, Kim 
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 10:09 AM 
To: Dahlquist, Roy; McNinch, Sandi; Povar, Liz; McClintock, Robert; Lehmkuhler, Mike; Grossman, Paul 
Cc: Anderson, Jeffrey M. 
Subject: RE: GCG update 

This meeting will be held tomorrow afternoon (11/19) at 2:30 in Jeff's office. 

From: Dahlquist, Roy 
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 10:00 AM 
To: McNinch, Sandi; Povar, Liz; MCiintock, Robert; Lehmkuhler, Mike; Ellett, Kim; Grossman, Paul 
Subject: RE: GCG update 

Paul and I are good for 2:30 tomorrow. I am not available in the morning. 

Roy 

Roy C. Dahlquist 

International Investment Manager 
Virginia Economic Development Partnership 
Office Tel: 804-545-5762 
Mobile Tel: 804-305-6978 
Email: rdahlquist@yesvirginia.org 
www.yesvirginia.org 

From: McNinch, Sandi 
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 9:52 AM 
To: Povar, Liz; McClintock, Robert; Lehmkuhler, Mike; Dahlquist, Roy; Ellett, Kim 



Cc: McNinch, Sandi 
Subject: RE: GCG update 

Kim -I'm good anytime on Thursday, except 1:00 to 2:30 

Sandi. 
smcninch@yesvirginia,org 
804.545.5617 

From: Anderson, Jeffrey M. 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 7:04PM 
To: McNinch, Sandi 
Cc: Povar, Liz; McClintock, Robert; Lehmkuhler, Mike; Dahlquist, Roy; Ellett, Kim 
Subject: Re: GCG update 

Sandi please get with Roy and mike to prepare a draft response. Key to advising beside our view on the approach is 
should they want to proceed what would we need to do to safegaurd VA reputation associated with EB 5. Please set-up 
time with kim for thurs to get an update/review our response. 

Thanks Jeff 

From: Gottschalk, Patrick 
To: Anderson, Jeffrey M. 
Cc: Povar, Liz; McClintock, Robert; Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: Tue Nov 17 17:49:52 2009 
Subject: FW: GCG update 

 
 Please analyze the ask and provide a recommendation. Thanks. 

Patrick 0. Gottschalk 
Secretary of Commerce and Trade 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
Office of the Governor 
1111 E. Broad Street 
P.O. Box 1475 
Richmond, Virginia 23218 
Telephone: (804) 786-7831 
Fax: (804) 371-0250 
E-mail: patrick.gottschalk@governor. virginia.gov 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:Mlehmkuhler@yesvirginia.orgl 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 3:56PM 
To: Gottschalk, Patrick; Anderson, Jeffrey M.; Povar, Liz; McClintock, Robert; McNinch, Sandi; Grossman, Paul; Langston, 
Jay; Dahlquist, Roy; Goodwin, Katherine 
Cc: Harned, Alleyn 
Subject: GCG update 

 
 

 
 on Friday morning. 
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Fully expects us to withhold state funding until they make progress on their end. 
Sent from my Blackbeny 
(804) 305-3433 
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Lehmkuhler, Mike 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: 
To: 

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 4:11PM 
Gottschalk, Patrick 

Subject: Fw: GCG Business Plan Questions 

Good luck. 
Sent from my Blackberry 
(804) 305-3433 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
To: Shepard, Brian 
Cc: Gottschalk, Patrick; 'Harned, Alleyn' 
Sent: Wed Nov 11 20:39:41 2009 
Subject: FW: GCG Business Plan Questions 
Brian: 

The e-mail! sent Gary Tang on 10/22 is shown below. No response from him yet, other than the following message that 
accompanied his NDA request on 10/26 (executed by us the same day and finalized by the company on 10/28): 

As we move along on the project, GTA has provided substantial proprietary and confidential information for your 
evaluation. Attached please find a confidentiality agreement to cover both the information we provided so far and future 
information. Please kindly review and sign it back at your earliest convenience. Your attention on this matter is 
appreciated. 

Best regards, 

Gary Tang 
Chief Operations Officer 
Green Tech Automotive 

As you will see in my e-mail below, we have legitimate concerns about this start-up company's ability to successfully 
establish a major auto assembly operation in North America. Technology that is touted as a competitive advantage is 
either already available in the marketplace or lacking validation. The management team has no members with industry 
experience and the touted "strategic partnerships" have not been established. There is no evidence that the company has 
raised any capital yet 

These concerns about the prospects for a successful investment in Virginia have been magnified by the company's 
recently announced plans for a similar operation in Mississippi. 

At best, EB-5 funding could possibly work as a secondary source of capital, not as the primary source of capitaL Given 
what we know so far, establishing an EB-5 regional center for this endeavor appears to be a very risky proposition. 

Regards, 

Mike 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2009 4:53 PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Subject: GCG Business Plan Questions 

Gary: 
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After a second review of the business plan, we still do not see a unique value proposition that explains how Greentech will 
reach forecasted sales that equal100% of planned capacity, both at start of production in 2012 and after major expansion 
occurs through 2015. No established OEM that we are aware of is able to sell every vehicle produced in a given year. 

In addition, the sales forecasts suggest a completely successful start~up, despite 

• no brand recognition 
• no demonstrated vehicle performance 
• no safety and fuel economy certification from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
• no emissions approval from EPA 
• no established distribution network 
• no demonstrated automotive industry experience within the executive management team. 

Greentech's advantages of "high performance, low price and green image" are also generally accepted traits of hybrid 
vehicles currently manufactured, sold and serviced by established OEM's. 

Hybrids currently available in the 201 0 model year Include 

T eyota Prius 
Honda Insight 
Ford Fusion 
Honda Civic 
Toyota Camry 
Nissan Altima 
Ford Escape 
Toyota Highlander 
Saturn Vue 

MSRP 

$22,000 
$19,800 
$27,635 
$23,800 
$26,150 
$26,650 
$31,500 
$31,700 
$25,955 

MPG 

51 city/48 highway 
40 city/48 highway 
41 city/36 highway 
40 city/45 highway 
33 city/34 highway 
35 city/33 highway 
34 city/31 highway 
27 city/25 highway 
25 city/32 highway 

These hybrid vehicle prices are very comparable to Greentech's suggested price range for proposed Midsize and SUV 
models. The vehicles also already possess generally acceptable comfort, safety and drivability features. This includes 
the use of gasoline direct fuel injection, dual clutch technology, variable valve timing, electrical boosting technology and 
turbocharging. 

As of today, certification of~pg an.miles driving range on a single battery charge for specific Greentech models 
(presumably subcompact afll~~mpac ions) could be considered breakthrough developments vis~a~vis the current 
competition. In what vehicle(s) and where has this hybrid powertrain technology been successfully demonstrated and/or 
certified? 

How does the "super platform" technology differ from the cost competitive, shared global platform manufacturing strategy 
currently utilized by several market~leading OEM's? 

•

I Greentech be cost competitive given that capital investment, job creation and acreage requirements 
f recent automotive assembly projects with comparable annual production capacity? 

to 

With regard to financial.cking, what capital contribution currently exists?  
  What entities, including these, have contributed what amounts 

so far? 

When are strategic partnership agreements with an~xpected to be finalized? 

 
  

What do-of technology fees represent? Who would these projected fees be payable to? 



Finally, we believe that the use of a multiplier effect of for direct and indirect job creation is overstated. Independent 
economic analysis already exists in several state·s and by several economists that shows automotive assembly operations 
in North America result in a range of 4.6 to 8.1 indirect jobs for every employee directly engaged in vehicle production 
(Virginia's experience has historically been between 4.6 and 5.0). 

For EB-5 purposes, Greentech plant employees by 2012 equates to total direct and 
indirect creation of somewhere Under the "Bear Scenario",~mpany plans to raise 
-Ilion through EB-5 investors at the per threshold. That would requir~vestors and 

necessitate the creation o-irect and indirect jobs by 2012. 

operations i especially in light of Greentech's recent announcement to establish a $1 billion and 1 ,500 
We request-our hel in better understanding the company's unique value proposition for a successful start-up of 

employee as ant opera~ion in Mississippi. How do you plan to successfully start-up two major automotive 
assembly operations at the same time? 

Please provide answers to each of the questions listed above so we can continue to move forward with you on this 
project. 

Regards, 

Mike 

Mike Lehmkuhler 
Leader, Transportation Team 
Business Development 
Virginia Economic Development Partnership 
P.O. Box 798 
Richmond, VA 23218-0798 

Phone: (804) 545-5722 
Mobile: (804) 305-3433 
Fax: (804) 545-5701 
<mailto:mlehmkuhler@yesvirqinia.org> 

Virginia: "Best State for Business" (Forbes.com, CNBC & Pollina Real Estate) 
http://www.yesvirglnla.org/whyvirginia/awards.aspx 
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McNinch, Sandi 

From: Dahlquist Roy 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 2:40PM 
To: 

Subject: 
Dowd, Debra J.C.; McNinch, Sandi; Grossman, Paul 
Meeting to review status of EB-5 considerations 

Debra, 
Hope all is going well with you these days. 
VEDP is working to position our International market ing strategic plans and directions fo r our newly elected 

Governor. 
As part of that process Paul Grossman the Director of International Trade and Investment would like us all to 
meet and update I discuss our consideration of a EB-5 program as part of our international marketing 
strategy. 
Does Monday November 30th at 2:00PM in our offices work for you or alternatively something on December 

1? 
The meeting can be scheduled for 1 hr as an update on where LeClair Ryan is on the idea and what the go 
forward process to continue consideration will be. 
Thanks 
Roy 

Roy C. Dahlquist 
Internationa l Investment Manager 

Virginia Economic Development Partnership 
Office Tel: 804-545-5762 
Mobile Tel : 804-305-6978 
Email: rdahlquist@yesvirginia.org 
www.yesvirginia.org 
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Lehmkuhler, Mike 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

McClintock, Robert 
Tuesday, November 17, 2009 3:59 PM 
Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Re: GCG update 

Whatta guy. That was easy! Thanks 

----- Original Message ----
From: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
To: Gottschalk, Patrick; Anderson, Jeffrey M.; Povar. Liz; McClintock, Robert; McNinch, Sandi; Grossman, Paul; 
Langston, Jay; Dahlquist, Roy; Goodwin, Katherine 
Cc: 'AIIeyn. Harned@governor. virginia.gov' <AIIeyn. Harned@governor. virqinia.gov> 
Sent: Tue Nov 17 15:55:38 2009 
Subject: GCG update 

Terry and company have purchased the MS EB-5 regional center operation and will request that the Governor and Pat 
provide letters of support to Janet Napolitano to extend the coverage of that center to include Sussex, Danville and 
Martinsville. Told me an extension into VA is possible. 
Having breakfast with the Governor on Friday morning. 

Terry has also briefed McDonnell 

 n has to placed in either VA orMS by the 
end of this year. 

Not going to do two assembly plants at once. Haley Barbour is putting pressure on them to go forward in Tunica but Terry 
would prefer to do the assembly plant in VA for political reasons. 

Fully expects us to withhold state funding until they make progress on their end. 
Sent from my Blackberry 
(804) 305-3433 I 

r 



Ellett, Kim 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

OK with me. 

Sandi. 
smcninch@yesvirginia.org 
804.545.5617 

McNinch, Sandi 
Tuesday, November 17, 20091:35 PM 
Gottschalk, Patrick; Lehmkuhler, Mike; Dahlquist, Roy; Harned, Alleyn 
Evans, Catherine B.; Anderson, Jeffrey M. 
RE: Sussex Visit 

From: Gottschalk, Patrick [mailto:Patrick.Gottschalk@governor.virginia.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 1:33PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike; Dahlquist, Roy; McNinch, Sandi; Harned, Alleyn 
Cc: Evans, Catherine B.; Anderson, Jeffrey M. 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

In light of the e-mail below from Gary Tang that indicates Terry feels this meeting is one on one with me, I am going to ask 
that Mike, Sandi, Roy and Alleyn not attend today at 5:00. I do not want to unnecessarily ruffle feathers. I have discusssed 
this with Jeff and he is OK with it. 

I will de-brief VEDP after the meeting when I get a chance. Thanks. 

Patrick 0. Gottschalk 
Secretary of Commerce and Trade 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
Office of the Governor 
1111 E. Broad Street 
P.O. Box 1475 
Richmond, Virginia 23218 
Telephone: (804) 786-7831 
Fax: (804) 371-0250 
E-mail: patrick.gottschalk@governor. virginia.gov 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:Mlehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 1:15PM 
To: Gottschalk, Patrick 
Subject: FW: Sussex Visit 

FYI. 

From: gary.tang@wmgta.com [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 12:50 PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Subject: Re: Sussex Visit 

My understanding is that is an 1-1 meeting between Terry and Secretary Gottschalk. 



Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

From: "Lehmkuhler, Mike" <MLehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org> 
Date: Tue, 17 Nov 2009 12:40:28 -0500 
To: <gary.tang@wmgta.com> 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Thanks Gary. Are you also participating in Terry's 5PM meeting with Secretary Gottschalk? 

From: gary.tang@wmgta.com [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 12:30 PM 
To: lehmkuhler, Mike; egupton@gatewayregion.com 
Cc: C. Renee Wyatt-Chapline 
Subject: Re: Sussex Visit 

We are wasting one hour in the stop and go traffic. Look like we won't hit the arrival time until2:30 or 2:45. 

I will update you when we close to Richmond. 

Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

From: "Lehmkuhler, Mike" <MLehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org> 
Date: Mon, 16 Nov 2009 16:21:27-0500 
To: <egupton@gatewayregion.com>; <gary.tang@wmgta.com> 
Cc: <rchapline@gatewayregion.com> 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Thanks. I am thinking that we don't need a large group this time. 

Gary: 

Any idea what needs to be covered during this visit? 

From: Emily Gupton [mailto:egupton@gatewayregion.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 4:02 PM 
To: lehmkuhler, Mike; gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
We have reserved the Prince George Electric Cooperative Training Room starting at 2 pm. We can meet there for a 
welcome and brief discussion with the Sussex County representatives at 2pm and then proceed to the site. 

Below is the address for the Prince George Electric Cooperative 
Headquarters Office: 
7103 General Mahone Highway (US-460) 
Waverly, Virginia 23890-0168 

Directions: 
From 1-95 South 
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Take exit 50 for US-460 BUS E toward Co Dr (1.1 miles) 
Continue to follow US-460 E (16.9 miles) 
PGEC Building will be on your left just pass Cowlings Barbeque 

Best regards and I look forward to seeing you tomorrow. 

Emily Gupton 
Business Development Manager 
Virginia's Gateway Region 
256 East Ellerslie Avenue, Suite 0 
Colonial Heights, VA 23834 
800.386.8925 toll free 
804.732.8971 office 
804.720.5948 cell 
804.518.0530 fax 

NOTICE: Information contained in this transmission to the named addressee is proprietary information and confidential. If 
the recipient of this transmission is not the named addressee, the recipient should immediately notify the sender and 
destroy the information transml1ted without making any copy or distribution thereof. 

-------------------------- ---
From: Renee Chapline [mailto:rchapline@gatewayregion.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:40 PM 
To: 'Lehmkuhler, Mike'; gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: egupton@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

How about Prince George Electric Cooperative on 460? 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:MLehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:35 PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: C. Renee Wyatt-Chapline 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Then may I suggest we meet somewhere near the site instead? 

From: gary.tang@wmgta.com [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:33 PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Cc: C. Renee Wyatt-Chapline 
Subject: Re: Sussex Visit 

1 or 1.5 hour depends on traffic. 

Sent via BlackBelTy from T-Mobile 

From: "Lehmkuhler, Mike" <MLehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org> 
Date: Mon, 16 Nov 2009 15:28:13 -0500 
To: <gary.tang@wmgta.com> 
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Cc: <rchapline@gatewayregion.com> 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

How much time has been allotted for such a visit? 

From: Renee Chapline [mailto:rchapline@gatewayregion.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:24PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com; Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

My office would be great. 

From: Gary Tang [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:21PM 
To: 'Lehmkuhler, Mike' 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Mike, We drive down there from DC. Why don't we meet either in Renee's office or in Sussex? Thanks, Gary 

From:Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:Mlehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:13 PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Where should we meet him? 

From: Gary Tang [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:08PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: Sussex Visit 

Mike, 

Just heads up. Our Chairman McAuliffe would like to visit Sussex site 2PM tomorrow when he is on his way to Richmond 
area for other commitments. Sorry for the last minute notice as his schedule moved around a lot. Thank you for your 
understanding. 

Best regards, 

Gary Tang 
Chief Operating Officer 
Green Tech Automotive 

Notice of Privilege/Confidentiality: 

Privileged and Confidential information may be contained in this message. If you are not the addressee indicated in this 
message (or Responsible for delivery of the message to such person), you may not copy or deliver this message to 
anyone. In such case, you should destroy this message and kindly notify the sender by reply email. Please advise 
immediately if you or your employer does not consent to Internet email for messages of this kind. Opinions, conclusions 
and other information in this message that do not relate to the official business of this company shall be understood as 
neither given nor endorsed by it. 
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Lehmkuhler, Mike 

From: gary. tang @wmgta.com 
Sent: 
To: 

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 1:10 PM 
egupton@gatewayregion.com 

Cc: 
Subject: 

C. Renee Wyatt-Chapline; Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Re: Sussex Visit 

We are close to north of Richmond. We may get there 2:15PM. 

Sent via BlackBeny from T-Mobile 

From: "Emily Gupton" <egupton@gatewayregion.com> 
Date: Tue, 17 Nov 2009 12:32:46 -0500 
To: <gary.tang@wmgta.com> 
Cc: 'C. Renee Wyatt-Chapline'<rchapline@gatewayregion.com>; 'Mike 
Lehmkuhler'<mlehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org> 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Thank you for the update. We will plan accordingly. 

Best regards and safe travels, 

Emily Gupton 
Business Development Manager 
Virginia's Gateway Region 
256 East Ellerslie Avenue, SuiteD 
Colonial Heights, VA 23834 
800.386.8925 toll free 
804.732.8971 office 
804.720.5948 cell 
804.518.0530 fax 

NOTICE: Information contained in this transmission to the named addressee is proprietary information and confidential. If 
the recipient of this transmission is not the named addressee, the recipient should immediately notify the sender and 
destroy the information transmitted without making any copy or distribution thereof. 

From: gary.tang@wmgta.com [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 12:30 PM 
To: Mike Lehmkuhler; egupton@gatewayregion.com 
Cc: C. Renee Wyatt-Chapline 
Subject: Re: Sussex Visit 

We are wasting one hour in the stop and go traffic. Look like we won't hit the arrival time until2:30 or 2:45. 

I will update you when we close to Richmond. 
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Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

From: "Lehmkuhler, Mike" <MLehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org> 
Date: Mon, 16 Nov 2009 16:21:27-0500 
To: <egupton@gatewayregion.com>; <gary.tang@wmgta.com> 
Cc: <rchapline@gatewayregion.com> 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Thanks. I am thinking that we don't need a large group this time. 

Gary: 

Any idea what needs to be covered during this visit? 

From: Emily Gupton [mailto:egupton@gatewayregion.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 4:02PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike; gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
We have reserved the Prince George Electric Cooperative Training Room starting at 2 pm. We can rneet there for a 
welcome and brief discussion with the Sussex County representatives at 2pm and then proceed to the site. 

Below is the address for the Prince George Electric Cooperative 
Headquarters Office: 
7103 General Mahone Highway (US-460) 
Waverly, Virginia 23890-0168 

Directions: 
Frorn 1-95 South 
Take exit 50 for US-460 BUS E toward Co Dr (1.1 miles) 
Continue to follow US-460 E (16.9 miles) 
PGEC Building will be on your left just pass Cowlings Barbeque 

Best regards and I look forward to seeing you tomorrow. 

Emily Gupton 
Business Development Manager 
Virginia's Gateway Region 
256 East Ellerslie Avenue, SuiteD 
Colonial Heights, VA 23834 
800.386.8925 toll free 
804.732.8971 office 
804.720.5948 cell 
804.518.0530 fax 
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NOTICE: Information contained in this transmission to the named addressee is proprietary information and confidential. If 
the recipient of this transmission is not the named addressee, the recipient should immediately notify the sender and 
destroy the information transmitted without making any copy or distribution thereof. 

From: Renee Chapline [mailto:rchapline@gatewayregion.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:40 PM 
To: 'Lehmkuhler, Mike'; gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: egupton@gatewayreglon.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

How about Prince George Electric Cooperative on 460? 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:MLehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org) 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:35 PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: C. Renee Wyatt-Chapline 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Then may I suggest we meet somewhere near the site instead? 

From: gary.tang@wmgta.com [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:33 PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Cc: C. Renee Wyatt-Chapline 
Subject: Re: Sussex Visit 

1 or 1.5 hour depends on traffic. 

Sent via BlackBerry from T -Mobile 

From: "Lehmkuhler, Mike" <MLehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org> 
Date: Mon, 16 Nov 2009 15:28:13 -0500 
To: <gary.tang@wmgta.com> 
Cc: <rchapline@gatewayregion.com> 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

How much time has been allotted for such a visit? 

From: Renee Chapline [mailto:rchapline@gatewayregion.com) 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:24PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com; Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

My office would be great. 

From: Gary Tang [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:21 PM 
To: 'Lehmkuhler, Mike' 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Mike, We drive down there from DC. Why don't we meet either in Renee's office or in Sussex? Thanks, Gary 
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From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:MLehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org) 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:13 PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Where should we meet him? 

From: Gary Tang [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:08 PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: Sussex Visit 

Mike, 

Just heads up. Our Chairman McAuliffe would like to visit Sussex site 2PM tomorrow when he is on his way to Richmond 
area lor other commitments. Sorry lor the last minute notice as his schedule moved around a lot. Thank you for your 
understanding. 

Best regards, 

Gary Tang 
Chief Operating Officer 
Green Tech Automotive 

Notice of Privilege/Confidentiality: 

Privileged and Confidential information may be contained in this message. If you are not the addressee indicated in this 
message (or Responsible for delivery of the message to such person), you may not copy or deliver this message to 
anyone. In such case, you should destroy this message and kindly notify the sender by reply email. Please advise 
immediately if you or your employer does not consent to Internet email lor messages of this kind. Opinions, conclusions 
and other information in this message that do not relate to the official business of this company shall be understood as 
neither given nor endorsed by it. 
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lehml<uhler, Mike 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Tuesday, November 17, 2009 12:40 PM 
gary.tang@wmgta.com 
RE: Sussex Visit 

Thanks Gary. Are you also participating in Terry's 5PM meeting with Secretary Gottschalk? 

From: gary.tang@wmgta.com [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 12:30 PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike; egupton@gatewayregion.com 
Cc: C. Renee Wyatt-Chapline 
Subject: Re: Sussex Visit 

We are wasting one hour in the stop and go traffic. Look like we won't hit the an·ival time until2:30 or 2:45. 

I will update you when we close to Richmond. 

Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

From: "Lehmkuh1er, Mike" <MLehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org> 
Date: Mon, 16 Nov 2009 16:21:27-0500 
To: <egupton@gatewayregion.com>; <gary.tang@wmgta.com> 
Cc: <rchapline@gatewayregion.com> 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Thanks. I am thinking that we don't need a large group this time. 

Gary: 

Any idea what needs to be covered during this visit? 

From: Emily Gupton [mailto:egupton@gatewayregion.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 4:02 PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike; gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
We have reserved the Prince George Electric Cooperative Training Room starting at 2 pm. We can meet there for a 
welcome and brief discussion with the Sussex County representatives at 2pm and then proceed to the site. 

Below is the address for the Prince George Electric Cooperative 
Headquarters Office: 
7103 General Mahone Highway (US-460) 
Waverly, Virginia 23890-0168 

Directions: 



From 1-95 South 
Take exit 50 for US-460 BUS E toward Co Dr (1 .1 miles) 
Continue to follow US-460 E (16.9 miles) 
PGEC Building will be on your left just pass Cowlings Barbeque 

Best regards and I look forward to seeing you tomorrow. 

Emily Gupton 
Business Development Manager 
Virginia's Gateway Region 
256 East Ellerslie Avenue, SuiteD 
Colonial Heights, VA 23834 
800.386.8925 toll free 
804.732.8971 office 
804.720.5948 cell 
804.518.0530 fax 

NOTICE: Information contained in this transmission to the named addressee is proprietary information and confidential. If 
the recipient of this transmission is not the named addressee, the recipient should immediately notify the sender and 
destroy the information transmitted without making any copy or distribution thereof. 

From: Renee Chapline [mailto:rchapline@gatewayregion.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:40PM 
To: 'Lehmkuhler, Mike'; gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: egupton@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

How about Prince George Electric Cooperative on 460? 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:Mlehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:35 PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: C. Renee Wyatt-Chapline 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Then may I suggest we meet somewhere near the site instead? 

From: gary.tang@wmgta.com [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:33 PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Cc: C. Renee Wyatt-Chapline 
Subject: Re: Sussex Visit 

I or 1.5 hour depends on traffic. 

Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

From: "Lehmkuhler, Mike" <MLehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org> 
Date: Mon, 16 Nov 2009 15:28:13 -0500 
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To: <gary.tang@wmgta.com> 
Cc: <rchapline@gatewayregion.com> 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

How much time has been allotted for such a visit? 

From: Renee Chapline [mailto:rchapline@gatewayregion.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:24 PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com; Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

My office would be great. 

From: Gary Tang [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:21 PM 
To: 'Lehmkuhler, Mike' 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Mike, We drive down there from DC. Why don't we meet either in Renee's office or in Sussex? Thanks, Gary 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:MLehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:13PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Where should we meet him? 

From: Gary Tang [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:08 PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: Sussex Visit 

Mike, 

Just heads up. Our Chairman McAuliffe would like to visit Sussex site 2PM tomorrow when he is on his way to Richmond 
area for other commitments. Sorry for the last minute notice as his schedule moved around a lot. Thank you for your 
understanding. 

Best regards, 

Gary Tang 
Chief Operating Officer 
Green Tech Automotive 

Notice of Privilege/Confidentiality: 

Privileged and Confidential information may be contained in this message. If you are not the addressee indicated in this 
message (or Responsible for delivery of the message to such person), you may not copy or deliver this message to 
anyone. In such case, you should destroy this message and kindly notify the sender by reply email. Please advise 
immediately if you or your employer does not consent to Internet email for messages of this kind. Opinions, conclusions 
and other information in this message that do not relate to the official business of this company shall be understood as 
neither given nor endorsed by it. 
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Lehmkuhler, Mike 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: 
To: 

Monday, November 16, 2009 4:35 PM 
gary.tang@wmgta.com 

Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Thanks. A helicopter would have been tough to arrange at the last minute. 

From: Gary Tang [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 4:32PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike; egupton@gatewayregion.com 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Emily, Thanks for the direction. 

Mike, I agree with you. No need for a large group, and few key people would be good. I would keep it low profile as our 
Chairman McAuliffe is a public figure. Chairman is just interested in the site and wants to take a look at it. BTW, no need 
for helicopter. 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:Mlehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 4:21 PM 
To: egupton@gatewayregion.com; gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Thanks. I am thinking that we don't need a large group this time. 

Gary: 

Any idea what needs to be covered during this visit? 

From: Emily Gupton [mailto:egupton@gatewayregion.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 4:02 PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike; gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
We have reserved the Prince George Electric Cooperative Training Room starting at 2 pm. We can meet there for a 
welcome and brief discussion with the Sussex County representatives at 2pm and then proceed to the site. 

Below is the address for the Prince George Electric Cooperative 
Headquarters Office: 
7103 General Mahone Highway (US-460} 
Waverly, Virginia 23890-0168 

Directions: 
From 1-95 South 
Take exit 50 for US-460 BUS E toward Co Dr (1.1 miles} 
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Continue to follow US-460 E (16.9 miles) 
PGEC Building will be on your left just pass Cowlings Barbeque 

Best regards and I look forward to seeing you tomorrow. 

Emily Gupton 
Business Development Manager 
Virginia's Gateway Region 
256 East Ellerslie Avenue, SuiteD 
Colonial Heights, VA 23834 
800.386.8925 toll free 
804.732.8971 office 
804.720.5948 cell 
804.518.0530 lax 

NOTICE: Information contained in this transmission to the named addressee is proprietary information and confidential. If 
the recipient of this transmission is not the named addressee, the recipient should immediately notify the sender and 
destroy the information transmitted without making any copy or distribution thereof. 

From: Renee Chapline [mailto:rchapline@gatewayregion.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:40 PM 
To: 'Lehmkuhler, Mike'; gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: egupton@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

How about Prince George Electric Cooperative on 460? 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:Mlehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:35 PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: C. Renee Wyatt-Chapline 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Then may I suggest we meet somewhere near the site instead? 

From: gary.tang@wmgta.com [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:33 PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Cc: C. Renee Wyatt-Chapline 
Subject: Re: Sussex Visit 

1 or I. 5 hour depends on traffic. 

Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

From: "Lehmkuhler, Mike" <MLelunkuhler@yesvirginia.org> 
Date: Mon, 16 Nov 2009 15:28:13 -0500 
To: <gary.tang@wmgta.com> 
Cc: <rchapline@gatewayregion.com> 
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Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

How much time has been allotted for such a visit? 

From: Renee Chapline [mailto:rchapline@gatewayregion.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:24 PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com; Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

My office would be great. 

From: Gary Tang [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:21 PM 
To: 'Lehmkuhler, Mike' 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Mike, We drive down there from DC. Why don't we meet either in Renee's office or in Sussex? Thanks, Gary 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike [mailto:Mlehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:13 PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Where should we meet him? 

From: Gary Tang [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:08PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: Sussex Visit 

Mike, 

Just heads up. Our Chairman McAuliffe would like to visit Sussex site 2PM tomorrow when he is on his way to Richmond 
area for other commitments. Sorry for the last minute notice as his schedule moved around a lot. Thank you for your 
understanding. 

Best regards, 

Gary Tang 
Chief Operating Officer 
Green Tech Automotive 

Notice of Privilege/Confidentiality: 

Privileged and Confidential information may be contained in this message. If you are not the addressee indicated in this 
message (or Responsible for delivery of the message to such person), you may not copy or deliver this message to 
anyone. In such case, you should destroy this message and kindly notify the sender by reply email. Please advise 
immediately if you or your employer does not consent to Internet email for messages of this kind. Opinions, conclusions 
and other information in this message that do not relate to the official business of this company shall be understood as 
neither given nor endorsed by it. 
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Lehmkuhler, Mike 

From: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Monday, November 16, 2009 3:52 PM 
Lehmkuhler, Mike; C. Renee Wyatt-Chapline 
egupton@gatewayregion.com 

Subject: Re: Sussex Visit 

I assume that is on our way to Sussex. That is great! 

Please send me the address and directions. Thank you. 

Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

From: "Lehmkuhler, Mike" <MLehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org> 
Date: Mon, 16 Nov 2009 15:49:01 -0500 
To: <rchapline@gatewayregion.com>; <gary.tang@wmgta.com> 
Cc: <egupton@gatewayregion.com> 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

I think that works well. 

Gary- it's where we met the first time and had lunch during the second visit. 

Renee or I can provide you a map and driving directions. 

From: Renee Chapline rmailto:rchapline@gatewayregion.coml 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:40 PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike; garv.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: egupton@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

How about Prince George Electric Cooperative on 460? 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike fmailto:MLehmkuhler@yesvirginia.orgl 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:35 PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: C. Renee Wyatt-Chapline 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Then may I suggest we meet somewhere near the site instead? 

From: gary.tang@wmgta.com fmailto:gary.tang@wmgta.coml 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:33 PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Cc: C. Renee Wyatt-Chapline 
Subject: Re: Sussex Visit 

1 or 1.5 hour depends on traffic. 
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Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

From: "Lehmkuhler, Mike" <MLehmkuhler@yesvirginia.org> 
Date: Mon, 16Nov200915:28:13 -0500 
To: <gary.tang@wmgta.com> 
Cc: <rchapline@gatewayregion.com> 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

How much time has been allotted for such a visit? 

From: Renee Chapline [mailto:rchapline@gatewayregion.coml 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:24PM 
To: garv.tang@wmgta.com; Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

My office would be great. 

From: Gary Tang [mailto:gary.tang@wmgta.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:21 PM 
To: 'Lehmkuhler, Mike' 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Mike, We drive down there from DC. Why don't we meet either in Renee's office or in Sussex? Thanks, Gary 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike fmailto:MLehmkuhler@yesvirginia.orgl 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:13PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: RE: Sussex Visit 

Where should we meet him? 

From: Gary Tang fmailto:gary.tang@wmgta.coml 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:08 PM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Cc: rchapline@gatewayregion.com 
Subject: Sussex Visit 

Mike, 

Just heads up. Our Chairman McAuliffe would like to visit Sussex site 2PM tomorrow when he is on his way to Richmond 
area for other commitments. Sorry for the last minute notice as his schedule moved around a lot. Thank you for your 
understanding. 

Best regards, 

Gary Tang 
Chief Operating Officer 
Green Tech Automotive 

Notice of Privilege/Confidentiality: 
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Lehmkuhler, Mike 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: 
To: 

Monday, November 16, 2009 10:47 AM 
Goodwin, Katherine 

Subject: RE: GCG 

No agenda. Not blind. 

From: Goodwin, Katherine 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 10:47 AM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Subject: RE: GCG 

Did he give you an agenda or are you guys going in blind? 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 10:46 AM 
To: Goodwin, Katherine 
Subject: RE: GCG 

McAuliffe requested it, 

From: Goodwin, Katherine 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 10:40 AM 
To: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Subject: GCG 

Mike, 
Rob mentioned that you and Pat are meeting with McAuliffe tomorrow evening. Is this just to brief him on where 

Virginia stands or did McAuliffe request it? 

Katherine E. Goodwin 
Research Manager 
Virginia Economic Development Partnership 
KGoodwin@yesvirginia.org 

804.545.5794 Office 
804.201.7958 Cell 

BEST STATE FOR BUSINESS 
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lehmkuhler, Mike 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2009 8:51 PM 
To: 
Subject: 

Anderson, Jeffrey M.; Povar, Liz; McClintock, Robert; McNinch, Sandi 
FW: GCG Business Plan Questions 

Per Pat's second request tonight (see e-mails at the very bottom). 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2009 8:40 PM 
To: Shepard, Brian 
Cc: Gottschalk, Patrick; 'Harned, Alleyn' 
Subject: FW: GCG Business Plan Questions 

Brian: 

The e-mail I sent Gary Tang on 10/22 is shown below. No response from him yet, other than the following message that 
accompanied his NDA request on 10/26 (executed by us the same day and finalized by the company on 10/28): 

As we move along on the project, GTA has provided substantial proprietary and confidential information for your 
evaluation. Attached please find a confidentiality agreement to cover both the information we provided so far and future 
information. Please kindly review and sign it back at your earliest convenience. Your attention on this matter is 
appreciated. 

Best regards, 

Gary Tang 
Chief Operations Officer 
Green Tech Automotive 

As you will see in my e-mail below, we have legitimate concerns about this start-up company's ability to successfully 
establish a major auto assembly operation in North America. Technology that is touted as a competitive advantage is 
either already available in the marketplace or lacking validation. The management team has no members with industry 
experience and the touted "strategic partnerships" have not been established. There is no evidence that the company has 
raised any capital yet. 

These concerns about the prospects for a successful investment in Virginia have been magnified by the company's 
recently announced plans for a similar operation in Mississippi. 

At best, EB-5 funding could possibly work as a secondary source of capital, not as the primary source of capital. Given 
what we know so far, establishing an EB-5 regional center for this endeavor appears to be a very risky proposition. 

Regards, 

Mike 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2009 4:53 PM 
To: gary.tang@wmgta.com 
Subject: GCG Business Plan Questions 

Gary: 
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After a second review of the business plan, we still do not see a unique value proposit ion that explains how Greentech will 
reach forecasted sales that equal1 00% of planned capacity, both at start of production in 2012 and after major expansion 
occurs through 2015. No established OEM that we are aware of is able to sell every vehicle produced in a given year. 

In addition, the sales forecasts suggest a completely successful start-up, despite 

• no brand recognition 
• no demonstrated vehicle performance 
• no safety and fuel economy certification from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
• no emissions approval from EPA 
• no established distribution network 
• no demonstrated automotive industry experience within the executive management team. 

Greentech's advantages of "high performance, low price and green image• are also generally accepted traits of hybrid 
vehicles currently manufactured, sold and serviced by established OEM's. 

Hybrids currently available in the 2010 model year include 

Toyota Prius 
Honda Insight 
Ford Fusion 
Honda Civ ic 
Toyota Camry 
Nissan Altima 
Ford Escape 
Toyota Highlander 
Saturn Vue 

MSRP 

$22,000 
$19,800 

$27,635 
$23,800 
$26,150 
$26,650 
$31,500 
$31,700 
$25,955 

MPG 

51 city/48 highway 
40 city/48 highway 
41 city/36 highway 
40 city/45 highway 
33 city/34 highway 
35 city/33 highway 
34 city/31 highway 
27 city/25 highway 
25 city/32 highway 

These hybrid vehicle prices are very comparable to Greentech's suggested price range for proposed Midsize and SUV 
models. The vehicles also already possess generally acceptable comfort, safety and drivability features. This includes 
the use of gasoline direct fuel injection, dual clutch technology, variable valve timing, electrical boosting technology and 
turbocharging. 

As of today, certification ofllnpg and . miles driving range on a single battery charge for specific Greentech models 
(presumably subcompact a~~~mpact versions) could be considered breakthrough developments vis-a-vis the current 
competition. In what vehicle(s) and where has this hybrid powertraln technology been successfully demonstrated and/or 
certified? 

How does the "super platform" technology differ from the cost competitive, shared global platform manufacturing strategy 
currently utilized by several market-leading OEM's? 

How will Greentech be cost competitive given that capital investment, job creation and acreage requirements ar- to -f recent automotive assembly projects with comparable annual production capacity? 

With regard to financial backing, what capital contribution currently exists?  
. What entities, including these, have contributed what amounts 

so far? 

When are strategic partnership agreements - xpected to be finalized? 

 
  

What d~lion of technology fees represent? Who would these projected fees be payable to? 
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Finally, we believe that the use of a multiplier effect of  for direct and indirect job creation is overstated. Independent 
economic analysis already exists in several states and by several economists that shows automotive assembly operations 
in North America result in a range of 4.6 to 8.1 indirect jobs for every employee directly engaged in vehicle production 
(Virginia's experience has historically been between 4.6 and 5.0}. 

For EB-5 purposes, Greentech employment bly plant employees by 2012 equates to total direct and 
Indirect creation of somewhere Under the "Bear Scenario" ,~mpany plans to raise 

l!lion through EB-5 investors at the per threshold. That would require- vestors and 
itate the creation of-reel and indirect jobs by 2012. 

We request--our hel in better understanding the company's unique value proposition for a successful start-up of 
operations I specially in light of Greentech's recent announcement to establish a $1 bill ion and 1,500 
employee as y p ant operation in Mississippi. How do you plan to successfully start-up two major automotive 
assembly operations at the same time? 

Please provide answers to each of the questions listed above so we can continue to move forward with you on this 
project. 

Regards, 

Mike 

From: Gottschalk, Patrick [mailto:Patrick.Gottschalk@governor.virginia.gov) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2009 7:12PM 
To: Shepard, Brian 
Cc: Harned, Alleyn; Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Subject: Fw: EB 5 auto project 

Update on EB 5. I am going to have MikeL. send you his e-mail to Tang with list of questions that still remain to be 
answered. Mike: please send that e-mail to Brian so he sees the laundry list of problems that are inherent in your 
questions. Thanks. 

From: Lehmkuhler, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2009 4:50 PM 
To: Gottschalk, Patrick; Anderson, Jeffrey M. 
Cc: 'AIIeyn.Harned@governor.virglnia.gov'; Povar, Liz; Ellett, Kim; McNinch, Sandi; Dahlquist, Roy; Povar, Liz; McClintock, 
Robert 
Subject: Re: EB 5 auto project 

The company's actual EBS documentation was reviewed by Sandi, not me. She can elaborate further but the bottom line 
is we are not supportive of using that documentation nor are we supportive of their desire for (a) the entire state to be 
designated as an E85 regional center and (b) they be allowed to administer it themselves. The latter two points have been 
clearly and consistently communicated to them from the start. We also made it clear that the EB5 concept was being 
evaluated by us in a context much larger than how it would pertain to their situation. 

On the other hand, I have not reeeived any repfy to my e-mail asking for further clarification of their business plan and how 
they expect to succeed with simultaneous assembly plant projects in tv•o states. I made it very clear we would need 
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answers to each of the points raised in my e-mail before proceeding further with them. So far I have only received a 
request to execute an NDA (which we did) and the promise that more information was forthcoming. That was over a week 
ago. 

Sent from my Blackberry 
(804) 305-3433 
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